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Abstract 

THE STATE-ADMINISTERED HIGHER EDUCATIONAL 
EXAMINATIONS FOR SELF-TAUGHT 

STUDENTS IN CHINA 

Chunling Wang 

Master of Arts 
Department of Sociology and Equity Studies in Education 
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the 
University of Toronto 
1997 

Based on a review of the available literature in Qiinese and in English, this thesis gives an 

overview of China's Higher Educational Examinations for SeKTaught S tuden ts (HEE), an innovative 

aspect of China's system for post-secondary adult education. The HEE is viewed as a pragmatic 

response to a need for pst-secondary training within China's long traditional value of selection by 

cenaalized extemal e m .  Given the severe national hancial liniits available, the HEE has optimized 

the relatively high cost of building an infrastructure while m e e ~ g  the curent trainhg needs of 

China's adult populace. The mechanisrn of this nationwide examination system and its rapid 

developmnt over 15 years i detailed in terms of its administrative structure; examination operations; 

exatnination subjects available; pronle of students; and academk assistance methods and technologies. 

The HEE system is critiqued within China's social development, and its shortcomings in relation to 

the trainhg needs of China's vast nual population and other problems associatecl with the practice 

of the HEE are highlighted. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The system of Higha Educational Examinations (HEE) available through noncampus based 

self-education in China was established in early 198 1 on a trial basis and was developed shortly 

afterwards into a nationwide system. It is a phenomnon that m e r s  a need when available resources 

allocated to campus-bas& formal university training is outstripped by the demand of the population 

for this level of training. The rationale was to provide a total open opportunity to Chinese adults of 

learning through independent snidy and of obtaining a university degree through a nationally available 

extemal examination system. 

This master's thesis d l  focus on this vital innovation among the 1.2 billion population of 

China and its fast development within 15 years into a multi-level administrative saucnue. The study 

was derived from two main interests. The fint was an interest in the practice of distance education 

for adult leamers within the Chinese context. The second concemed the fact that although there have 

been many western En&h stuclies about distance education and open universi ties within the past two 

or three decades, there is not much documentation on China's experience available on these topics 

in Engiish There is now a relatively hge body of Chinese literature on this examination system, but 

documented systematic studies of the HEE in its entirety are still not sufficient. More detailed and 

critical research and studies focussed on this particular aspect of China's educational system need to 

be donc in order to fully understand the characteristics of this recent educational innovation. 

The purpose of this snidy is twofold: 

(1) To give an in-depth overview of the HEE system h m  the perspective of western 

educationai approaches. The rapid development of the system in the past 15 years will be detailed 

. - m tems of its adnmmtmtion, exaniination operations, academic assistance methods and technologies, 
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participating students, ond examination subjecu available. A main argument is that the HEE system, 

like many other things and happenings in modem China, is an adaptation of an international mode1 

and a pragmatic home-based innovation to suit local cultural customs and socio-economic 

requirernents. 

(2) To criticdy e d e  the advantages and limitations of the HEE examination systrm and 

to offer suggestions for possible improvements through funhcr systematic study and in-depth 

research. 

The rnethod of the study is largely based on the review of the available Chinese literature and 

the experiential observation of the author having lived in China during the development of the HEE 

system and with an opportunity to interact with contemporary self-lemers. 

The Chinese literature presentiy available is found buried in overall education policy studies, 

written guidance and practical advice for self-taught students, and some moral educational essays on 

how to self-teach oneself to become an educated socialist worker. Although most of the studies are 

not written h m  a critical perspective, they are conducted by people directly involved in education 

policy making and educators working inside this examination system. Thus, the information revealed 

and irnplied is considered to be diable. 



1. BACKGROUND AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE HEE 

1. Historical legacy 

The establishment of the state-administered examinations for self-taught students in China may 

be regdeci as the inhentance and further development of ancient China's Confucian civil savice 

examinations which staned in the fifth century of the modem era. 

In order to strengthen his centralized govemment, the fmt emperor of the Sui Dynasty, Sui 

Wen Di, began to select the high governent officers through a set of multi-subject national exams. 

In 606 AD, the emperor Sui Yang Di followed this practice and set up an imperid Civil &ce 

examination system, which enabled the imperial state to connol its human resources down to the 

achxhimtive level of counties and prefcctures Cenaal and local officiais were selected fiom arnong 

students who passed the state-administered exarninations, either with or without the assisrancc of 

formal schooling. Confucian concepts, arguments, and beliefs were embedded into the nationai 

educational practice via examinations by the emperor, and the bureaucracy that spoke for hirn. 

Through changes over the dynasties, the system evolved to its final format during the Ming 

dynasty (outlined in Table 1.1). Three testing sessions at both provincial and merropolitan levels were 

aàmhistered aienniany over a period of s e v d  days. N o d l y ,  candidates would take the provincial 

examinations in the f d ,  and if successful, move on to the metropolitan examinations in Beijing and 

Nanjing in the foiIowing *ring. A final palace examination was administered by the empaor himseif 

to ensure impartial final rankings and personal political loyalty to him. 

Each session was expected to be answered in one N day in an essay form. Those who passed 

thh stage were tested again for their physical prowess in horsemanship and archery and th& mental 



prowess in calligraphy, rnathematics, and pend law. The questions underwent fquent changes 

during the Qing Dynasty, but the main form remained largely the same. 

Table 1.1. Format of provincial and metropolitan Civil Service 
Examinations during the Ming Dynasty 

Session N u m k  Number of questions 
-- 

One 
1. Four Books: 
2. Change: 
3. Documents: 
4. Poetry: 
5. Annals: 
6. Rites: 
Two 
1. Discourse: 
2. Documentary style: 
3. Judicid terms: 
Three 
1. Policy questions: 

3 quotations 
4 quotations 
4 quotations 
4 quotations 
4 quotations 
4 quotations 

1 quotation 
3 documents 
5 tenns 

5 issues 

Source: Benjamin A. Ehan 8t Alexander Woodside (eds). Education and Society in Late Imperid 
China, 1600-1900. Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994, Page 114 

The examinations system lasted for mon than 1,300 years in China's feudal history until 

Guang Xu, Emperor of the Qing Dynasty, ordered it stopped in 1905. The tailored Confûciar. 

teaching of obtaining career advancement through hard work and qualification through an extemal 

exarnination system sril1 remains a more or less a general expectation within contemporary China's 

population. 

2. Adult education in China after the Cultural Revolution 

(1) Education of adults in modern China 

The term "adult education" was non-existent in the educational vocabulary in the post- 

liberation period between 1949 and 198 1. Before 198 1, a Bureau of Workers and Peasants, original1 y 
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set up in the 1950s inside the Ministry of Education (MOE, State Education Commission of China 

after 1986), took charge of the education of China's adults under the leadership of the Central 

Cornmittee of the Chinese Communist Party. 

Yao Zhongda, fonner deputy director of the Bureau of Worker and Peasant Education, when 

expressing his interpretation of aduit education, said "adult education belongs to school education; 

the level of Literacy, culture and knowledge is quite the same as in the fomial schools. Adult education 

is supplemenral and a continuation of formal schooling -- nonformal education belongs to the d m  

of societal education" (Zhou 199056). Obviously, in the eyes of Yao and his supporters, Chinese 

adult education shouid belong to the formai education sector. It is easy to understand their standpoint 

when one takes into consideration that China has a highly strucnired hierarchical education system 

for aduits that parallels formai age-graded xhwling, fiom primary education up to the tertiary level. 

Since the naditional school ladder is no longer sufficient for adult students' preparation for 

their work careers and for Me-long participation in the modem society, western indusdalized 

countries are trying to employ continuing education of the work force, in part, to catch up with the 

fast developing Pace of technology. In this sense, China's adult education system offers one mode1 

of continuing or recurrent education of the work force. The Great Encyclopaedia of China defines 

adult education as the education of adults through various avenues in one's spare-time or with full- 

t h e  or part-time leave fiom work units. It is not confineci within certain levels of educational 

attainment or any age cohon Shce the majority of adult education receivers are peasants and 

workers, it is also cded worker and peasant education. (The Great Encyclopaedia of China, Volume 

of Education, 198532). For the convenience of this study, 1 would give adult education in China's 

context the folIowing simple definition: dl Ieaming opportunities available for people generally 
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considered as adults (legally speaking, 18 years old and over) who are not in the regular age-graded 

formai education system belongs to the realm of adult eùucation. It encompasses an ovenvhelming 

Stream under the direction of the Adult Education Deparmient of the MOE, which is the highly 

structureci, planned and hierarchicd formal system for educating the rural and urban work force. 

Article 23 of China's constitution adopted on Decemki 4 1982 proclairns that the state 

shouki nain specialized personnel in ail fields in order to serve socialisrn and shouid provide political, 

culturai, scientinc, technological and profdonal education for workers, peasants, state functionaries 

and other working people. It also encourages self-study as a means of developing individual talent. 

In the era of open door economic reform, the philosophy of education still rernains to train and 

cultivate professionais and cuitured labourers with socialist consciousness. A smng political will in 

China's adult education. or worker and peasant education in panicular, is a cultural emphasis that is 

lacking in the objectives of western educational systems. 

(2) The educational aftermath of the Cultural Revolution 

When the Cultural Revolution ended in 1976, the entire education system of China was in a 

state of paralysis. Dunng the previous decade, an entire generation of young people had their 

schwling severely interrupted or even t o u y  missed School facilities and library holdings had ken 

destroyed, abused or dispersai. Inteilectuak had been hudiated or persecuted and had lost ten years 

of their profdonal Ne. Some of them had to leave their academic careers pemently. School and 

university courses had been shonened and academic standards had deciined. University students, 

admiaed on recornmendations from the work units on the basis of their political reliability, instead 

of the academic considerations, were far h m  being educationally competent for China's 

modemization drive- In 1981, it was estimated that of the M 0 , O û û  students attending various spare- 
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tirnt tertiary level education in Beijing, 50,000 were those who had previously received highu 

education (Hunter, 198524). 

The adult education sector had been severely damageci. The meagre achievement of less than 

two decades of development which foliowed the devastation of four decades of war, had been 

chstically destmyed. Forty to fifty percent of the population was designated illitente, 9 percent of 

them were urban residents (Wang & Colletta, in Epstein ed.1991:147, 149). A large number of 

secondary schwl leavers, produced during the previous decade, whether qualified or not, wanted 

further education. A great part of the work force was educationaily underqualified for their job 

requirements. At this point after the tmnoil, the country was facing a pressing need to educate its 

"double generation". 

An estimateci 15 to 20 d o n  unemployed city youth @unter 1985: 151, most of whom poorly 

educated, and many of hem students returning b m  the countryside, where they were sent for re- 

education during the C u l t d  Revolution, posed another major issue to be faced by Chinese 

authorities and educators alike. With no jobs and no educational oppominities available for them, 

juvenile delinquency, peny thievery and Street demonstrations arose periodically. "Self-study", 

whether effective or not, was &en suggested as an alternative avenue for hem: the generation which 

missed participation in the forma1 educationai hierarchy. 

(3) The shift of the state policy 

In 1978, the National People's Congress announced the policy calling for the four 

modeniizations: agriculture, industry, national defence, and science and technology. This comrnitmenr 

of Chinese leaders to rapid modernization led to a rapid shift in the focus of the nation's attention. 

Education was seen as the key factor demandai by rapid economic and technological progress. In his 
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report to the Twelfth National Congriess of the Comrnunist P a .  of China, Hu Yaobang, General 

Secntary of the CCP, made the following statement: 

". . . We must work vigorously to universalise primary education, strengthen secondary 
vocational education and higher education and develop educational undertakings of al1 
types. . . . In the future, in our use and promotion of cadres, we must attach importance to 
educational background and academic records as well as to experience and achievements 
in work. . . . 19 

Under the new state policy, educational background and credentials were once again 

considered essential for career advancement. Degree education was an emergent need of both the 

society and individuals. 

The challenge was enonnous. In 1977, &ter 10 years of total neglect, ody 5.6 persons out 

of 10 thousand population were enroiied in institutes of higher learning. By 1980, less than 4 percent 

of the work force had ever received any form of higher education, including shortcycle university 

education and tertiary vocational training. In cornparison, in the 1970's, the number of nomal 

university participants were out of 10 thousand population, 456.3 in the US, 187 in the Former Soviet 

Union, 185.3 in Japan and 37.3 in India (Theory Cornmittee on China's Adult Education 1994:2). In 

1983, a nationwide survey of the country's professional and semiprofessional manpower was 

conducteâ, covering 99.5 percent of China's work force. The swey  resulu showed that ordy 34,089 

or 0.28 percent of a total of 13.9 million professional and semiprofessional manpower available in 

China had received a postgraduate education; 2,157,027 people or 15.5 percent a nomal 

undergraduate study; 1,809,685 or 13 percent a short-cycle university snidy; 8,107,722 or 58.3 

percent a spedbed secondary schwling. Among those who had been given professional titles, 12.9 

percent had not receiwd a previous f o d  school training equivalent to their titles (Huang, in Hayhoe 

ed. 1992:143). 



At the National Scieneific Conference held in March 1978, Deng Xiaoping announced that, 

'We must take up the important task on the science and education front, of training in the shortest 

possible tim, a group of experts in science and technology w ho are first-rate by world standard." On 

22 April, 1978, the National Education Conference was held. The Minister of Education, Lin Xi yao, 

stated the following four guiding pnnciples for the development of education during 1978 to 1985: 

1. revolutionising education; 
2. smcturing ducation outputs to the needs and capabilities of China's economic 

development; 
3. adjusting the content and methodology of teaching to the demands of modem science 

and technology; 
4. placing greater stress on raising the quality of education, especiaily higher education's 

ability to produce skilied personnel. (Hunter 1985:30) 

When formal schooling was conhnted with poor teaching, staff shortages, and shabby 

buildings and facilities, adult education was thus attacheci great importance in solving the country's 

education problems. As implied in the "double-legs theory" initiated in the early post-libuation 

penod, in the education sector, fomal schooling was seen as one leg, adult education as the other 

(Ouyang 1987:98). Expansion of both regular universities and d u i t  higher education was emphasized 

as one of the essential aspects of raising the science and technology standard of the country. 

(4) The shortage of post-secondary places 

It is worth noting that China's current f m a l  educational hierarchy constirutes a long and 

cornpetitive ordeal which many of China's children and youth have to live through. At each point of 

promotion from one educational level to another, great effort and sacrifice has to be made by 

students, teachers, and parents in preparing for the comprehensive e n m c e  examinations. Shce 

regular UNVersity places have been available only to a tiny part of China's population, highly selective 

e n m c e  examinations are given nationwide to secondary school graduates every year to admit 
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students. Due to these examinations, the major part of China's young population is bereft of an 

opportunity for university education at such an early age, that it rnight be tw early for many of them 

to develop a career goal. Table L 2  presents the national statistics on regular university enbance of 

various yem after the National Unified Coilege Entrance Examination was resumed in 1978. 

China has traditionally attached great emphasis to higher education, which is demonstrated 

in the headway d e  in the educational provision during the years after liberation up to the mid-80s. 

In the meantirne, China's secondary education also gave k t  priority to general senior high schools. 

The rrnrin purpose of generai senior secondary schwk is to academically prepare students for M e r  

education leadhg to degrees. Therefore it is assumed that the majority of general senior high school 

attendees are aiming for university entrance. The cornpetition brought on by exams has remained 

keen. Table 1.2 presents the statistics on generai secondary school graduates and regular university 

admissions during the period from 1979 to 1993. In 198 1, for example, only a total of 202,477 

students, or 4.17 percent of the nation's 4,861,000 general senior secondary school graduates, were 

adnntted into regular undergraduate prograns. The percentage of senior secondary school graduates 

entering nomial university prograrns has grown much higher over the decade, reaching 16.68 percent 

in 1993. But this figure was still low when compared with many western countries. University entry 

is so cornpetitive in China that almost al1 first year univertity students still remember how hard they 

worked diaing their last year in general sccondary school. In effect, senior grade three students leam 

nothing new or original in subject content. Their final year in d d l e  schwl is lirerally lived under high 

stress brought on by the hope that they cm live up to the highest expectations of everyone who 

wishes them weil. 

The higher education sector has gone through a considerably fast development after the 
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Cultural Revolution. In the regular university sector, new institutes were set up. Despite some 

mergers of small scale universities which occurred in early 90s, the total number of regular 

universities in 1993 was nearly double that of 1979. The total number of annual new enrollments has 

also increased dramatically o v s  the years. 

Table 12. Statistics on high school graduates and regular university admissions 

Sourcc:Achievemen t of Education in China. S tatistics 1949- I983,198û-l985. People's Education 
Press, 1984,1986; Educationai Statistics Yearbook of clhina, 1987-93. People's Education Press 

, 

In spite of a I i  this rapid development, in 1987, only 3.92 million students or 4 percent of the 

18-21 years olds were enroUed in aU China's regular univemties and adult higher educational 

mstitudons (0.1 billion, or 9.3 percent of the population were in the age cohoa in 1987. This figure 

includes students studying for a shon-cycle university degree). While, in the same year, the rate of 

Normal 
university 
admission 
rate (%) 

2.8 1 

4.17 

10.90 

16.16 

13.47 

12.36 

14.78 

16.68 

age cohon enrolment at the noxmal university level alone averaged 27 percent among developed 

Year 

1979 

1981 

1983 
L 

1985 

1987 

1989 

1991 

1993 

western countries (the US not inchided). In the Fornier Soviet Union and Eastern Europe the average 

rate was 20 percent (Zhou 1990:88). Although this comparative gap was huge, this rapid 

No. of 
univ.s 

633 

704 

805 

1,016 

1,063 

1,075 

1,075 

1,065 

Students admitted 
(persom) 

No. of 
generai 
sen. sec. 
schools 

40,289 

24,447 

18,876 

17,318 

16,930 

16,050 

15,243 

14,380 

Student 
ratio 

0.35 

0.3 8 

0.53 

0.95 

0.86 

0.99 

0.88 

1.39 

Sh-cycle 

70,889 

76,300 

134581 

301,598 

284,457 

296,617 

290,372 

537,494 

G e n d  sen. 
sec. sch. 
graduates 
(persans) 

7665,000 

4,86 1,000 

235 1,000 

1966,000 

2,467,793 

2,43 1,684 

2,229,493 

2.3 17,127 

Norrnai 

204,210 

202,477 

256319 

317,637 

332,365 

330,496 

329,502 

386,458 
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developriient in the scope of higher education in China was already a heavy financial burden on the 

economic development. The rapid expansion of ngular Institutes of Higher Learning has been 

accompanied by the de teriorating condition of educational facilities, school buildings and students' 

residences. In 1993, the per student school floor space was only 42.4 square metres. The students' 

iiving area was 3.72 sqiiare metres per student, 0.6 square metres les  than the previous year. 

Teaching and research Wties have been p r l y  equipped. The situation in adult higher educational 

universities is even worse. Many universities consist of only one poorly equipped clasmm and 

seveml visiting teachers sponsored by individual factones. Signifïcant improvement does not seem 

to be possible in the foreseeable future (Educational Yearbook of China 1993:78). 

What has also changed is the pattern of regular higher education. In ment years, it has ken 

realid that higher educahon provision at a more senior specialized level has ken unduly prionthxi 

over that of short-cycle colleges. This has caused an irnbalance in the composition of the technical 

workforce. Since there are a plethora of senior specialized personnel in some sectors, as compareci 

with ordinary technicians, many of them an forced to do lower-level work which is not 

cornmensurate with their training (Gu, in Hayhoe ed. 1987:80). This situation has necessitated the 

current refom in expanding short-cycle regular higher education. Table 1.2 shows that the number 

of students achitted into shortqcle cokge level progranis has increased 7.58 fold during the penod 

fiom 1979 to 1993, while the volume of nomial university entrants had hardly doubled during the 

same penod. The ratio of admitteci students into shortcycle programs versus that of normal 

university was around 1:3 before 1983, was roughly 1:2 in 1983, moved up toward 1: 1 in the 

foiiowing three recorded years, and reached 1.39:l in 1993. 

Besides the expansion of regular higher education, secondary educational structural refarm 
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has also been adopted, in part, to relieve die competition for university entty. As shown in Table 1.2, 

the totai number of g e n d  senior high schools has been dropping steadily during the years of refonn, 

More and m m  junior high school graduates are streamed into vocational senior high schools instead 

of continuhg a general acadernic education geared to university entrance competition. As a result, 

the number of general senior high schwl graduates has also been dropping, drastically in the fîrst few 

years of refonn, slowly and steadily in later years, with a littie rebound now and then. The larger 

number of young students in vocational schools has also provideci the oppomity for technical- 

vocational training to these students, who otherwise might have no chance of a higher education, nor 

job slcills for employment. 

(5) Expansion of adult higher education 

Adult higher education in China means the adult education at the tertiary level. Adult 

universities included radio/television univmities, worker's colleges, training prograrns run by 

individual work units for their employees, independent comspondence universitiu, and peasants' 

universities (Educational Atlas of China:l60). These institutions issue graduation papers to students 

but my or may not be ekgible to gant degrecs. Admission to an adult institute of higher learning is 

based on the nsults of a uniform national examination (Yu & Xu 1988:22). 

When the four modeniization poky was announced in 1978, wîth only 598 regular Institutes 

of Higher Lewiing, China was facing a contradiction between the urgent need of expanding higher 

education and the shonage of regular university campuses with its attendant innastructure of 

educational buildings. The country could not wait for regular universîties to produce enough taient 

for the purpose of economic proâuction. The refom decade of the 1980s witnessed a radical 

expansion of addt higher educatiDn. The Central RadiolW University was set up in Febniaq 1979, 
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followed by the establishment of the radio/television universities network ihroughout the country with 

only T i t  uncovereâ. Full time stud y could be completed in three years. Upon graduation, a short- 

cycle univefsity diplorna, ofncially supposed to be equivalent to that awarded by a regular univenity, 

was to be issued by the student's local TV University. Part time and full time work-study program, 

correspondence learning schools were launched under the leadership of the Adult Education 

Department of the Ministry of Education. Work units were supposed to give support for the 

education of employees. Paid study leaves were offered, academic assistance was arranged where 

poss~ile. Diplornas were to be offered to those who graduated through adult education programs and 

were to be seen as of the sam weight as that awarded by regular Institutes of Higher Leaming. The 

salary standards and promotion of employees were directly linked with the level of educational 

achievement in t e m  of credentials. Taking work problems to classrooms and combining production 

and study had become a common practice. As Hunter wrote in 1985, China in its pst-Mao refom 

period was a nation in a huny (Hunter 198530). It was within this historicai context that the State- 

Administed Higher Educational Examination S ystem for Self-Taught S tudents was conceived. 

3. The establishment of the examination system 

In his "Some Cormnents On Work In Science And Education" (Aug.8, 1977), Deng Xiaoping 

pointed out 'Education still has to 'walk on two legs'. In higher education, colleges and universities 

cons titute one leg, while work-study universities and span-tirne universi ties constitute the other." 

(Hu & Seifman 198758). 

On February 26, 1978, at the First Session of the Fiith National People's Congress, the 

Govenim~nt Wodring Report announced the decision of the State Councii :"We shodd estabiish 

an appropriate examinations system for people who study in iheir spare-time. Those who cm 
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demonstrate the qualifications for a university degree should bc treated equdy as a university 

graduate". in response to this Govemment Working Report, the Ministry of Education shortly 

thereafter started preparing the required relateâ documents. In 1979, "Tentative Methods of Higher 

Educational Examinations for the Self-Taught Students (Mt)" was ready. This document covered 

six main issues: the examinees, registration procedures, exam rnethods, the treatrnent of the 

graduates, administration and budget. On January 13, 1981, the State Council approved the 

appiication report submitted by the Minisay of Education and the "Tentative Methods (hft)", w hich 

marked the estabkhment of the state-admhktered higher educational exmination system for the self- 

taught students in China "Tentative Methodsyy was to be effective until March 3, 1988, when the 

succeeding "Provisional Regulations on Higher Educational Examinations for the Self-Taught 

Students" was fomally promulgated by the State Council. 

Upon the establishment of the Examinations in 1981, the Qties of Beijing, Tianjin and 

Shanghai were selected as experiwntai cities for the exams in the same year, Liaoning Province was 

added in Apd 1982 as an experini.ntal province. At this h t  stage, the exams were m d y  confined 

to short-cycle university level courses except that a small number of nomai undergraduate majors 

were available in Shanghai. The exams for the nomial University level were not officially initiated until 

October, 1986, when Shanghai, Tianjin and Hunan Province were selected for the experiment. 

The ''Provisional Regulations on Higher Educational Examinations for the Self-Taught 

S tudents", prumulgated on March 3, 1988, stipulate that the main tasks of the suite-administemxi 

examinations were: "to promte seif-study and acadernic assktmce in al l  sectors of society, to m e r  

work-related training and post-coIlegiate continuhg education, to produce and select sociaüst 

knowledgeable talent, and to help raise the overaii educational standard of the whole population 
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eventudly" (Liu ed. 199 1 :20 17). According to the "Provisional Regulations", all citizens of the PRC 

may apply for the examinations without any restrictions in regard to sex, age, nationality, race or 

previous schooling. The "Provisional Regulations" also connmi that the examinations system for self- 

taught h e r s  is one aspect of adult higher education, comprising seif-study, community acadernic 

assistance and the state-administered exams. The higher education credentiais obtained through self- 

study and their nlated exans, and through regular Institutes of Higher Learning are quivalent to 

each otha in so fàr as the educational purpose and the standards of evaluation are concemed. Once 

the short-cyck university or nomial university credentials are achieved by individual enminees, the 

credential holdea are to be rreated as qua1 to regular univenity graduates when seeking 

employment, promotion and change of jobs. For those who are already employed, the work position 

and salary standard are to be adjusted accordingly (Documents on Self-Study Exams, 1989:7). 



n. THE ADMINISTRATION AND OPERATION OF 
THE EXAMINATION SYSTEM 

1. The national structure of administration 

The Higher Educational Exminations @BE) were established in 198 1 on a trial basis in three 

municipdities and one province. In May 1983, afier two years of pilot experiments, the State Council 

offered examinations throughout China in the yean that foilowed. 

In its "Provisional Regula tions on Higher Educational Examinations for the Self-Taught 

Students" prornulgated in March, 1988, the State Council confirmed that the national exam system 

should be administered by administering M e s  on three levels: the central level, the provincial level 

and the local level. Table IL1 shows the basic structure and dative relationship of the HEE 

administration. 

Table II.1. National structure of the HEE administration system 

1 MOWSECC in the State Council 1 Centrai 1 National S t e e ~ g  Cornmittee (NSC) 1 
Governrnent lcvc1 

1 Provincial govemmcnts 1 Provinciai 1 Exm Cornmittees in provinces/municipdities 1 
1 city govemmenu 1 L W ~ I  1 ~ x a m  Working Cornmittees in cities; I 

Jurisdic tion 

I I 1 Working Offices in counties/disüîcu 1 
Source: Theory Cornmittee on China's Adult Education. China's Self-Educational Exams. Beijing: 

Commi ttee 1 

Education Science Press, 1994 

The centrai administration, the National Steenng Cornmittee for Examining Self-Taught 

Students of CoIlege Courses (hereafter referred to as the National S teering Comrnittee (MC)), was 

set up in May 1983 by the S tate Council to provide overall guidance under the leadership of the 

Ministry of Education (MOE). Mer 1986, it was entitled the Staie Education Commission of China 
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(SECC). Since its establishment, the National Steenng Comrnittee (NSC) has been composed of 

about 30 high ranking officiais drawn from the following three bodies: (1) the MOE (or later the 

SECC), (2) the State Council, and (3) the adminisrrative directorate and subject specialisu from 

selected Institutes of Higher Learning. An office with full-time staff was set up inside the Ministry 

of Education to take cue  of the routine work required by the National Steenng Cornmittee. As 

d d e d  by the Fnst Plenary Meeting of the National Steenng Cornmittee held in May, 1983, various 

subcommittees by fields of academic interest were to be set up under the leadership of the National 

Steering Comrnittee. By 1990. 13 subcommittees were established on the following academic fields: 

Economics and Management, Chinese, Philosophy, Law, Civil Engineering, English, Mechanical 

Engineering, Physics, Electrical Engineering, Agriculture, Mathematics, Journalism, and 

Governrnental Administration. The academic curricula and program designs involves 214 experts and 

scholan h m  al1 over the country. working as various subject and resevch subcornmittees. In 1987, 

a national research committee was established, which had 10-odd experts in the field of higher 

educationd research and educationai measunment. Its main task was to take charge of the research 

work of the examinations and the national and international academic intefflow activities. 

By the fail of 1985.29 provinces and municipalities had established their own provincial level 

examination administration committees, which had ken  delegated decision-making powea on 

policies and regdations related to the operation of examinations and the granting of diplornas. Thus. 

the management system of the state-achinhered examinations for seif-taught students was extended 

on a national scale. Each of these cornmirtees is assistai by its own working office in the pr0Wicia.I 

deparmient of education to take the responsibility of the r o u ~ e  work relating to the exams within 

its jurisdiction. 
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S hortly after Guangdong Province estabiished its provincial examination cormnittee in the f d  

of 1984, special exarnination centres were set up in Shenzhen and Zhuhai to serve participating 

students fiom Hong Kong and Macau. By 1992. nearly 2,000 persons from these two regions had 

taken the exarns (Theory Cornmittee on China's Adult Education 1994: 5). Hainan Province, after 

its independence from Guangdong Province, set up the 30th provincial level administration 

cornmittee. 

The third level of the management structure is composed of the local examination working 

cornmittees estabüshed in most cities, whose routine work is carried out by the respective city bureau 

of education. The work of each of these cornmittees is subject to the direct leadership of its higher 

level administration, the provincial cornmittee, as well as the local city govemment. 

In the early period of conducting the examinations, ail examination centres were regulated to 

be set up in cities and no county level examination administrative bodies were established. With the 

expansion of the examinations and the number of examinees, many counties and districts have also 

established their own worhg  offices to take care of the exarn related work within their local areas. 

This work includes: student ngistration, exarnination arrangements, distribution of study materiais, 

guidance and acadernic assistance organization work. Examination centres have k e n  set up down 

to the county and local district level as weil. 

As Table iI.1 shows, the three-tiered administration system of the state-administered 

examinations is a hiemhical topdown administrative structure, which extends the state poücies and 

control over the examination operations down to the counties and prefectures. The structure also 

features a high degree of politickation at each of its administrative levels. The National Steering 

Commîttee, the highest authority at the central level of the examination administration, is composed 
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of department leaders inside the S tate Council as weU as the directorate of prestigious universities. 

This guarantees relatively convenient cooperation between relating departments inside the central 

government, and between the govemment and universities, on exarnination matten such as budget, 

planning, and staff management. Provinciaümunicipality examination committee directors are usuaiiy 

instaiied by the sme  deputy president of the province or municipality who is responsible for 

education, while the leading officiais in the provincial department of education sit as the deputy 

directors of the committee. The bureaucratie network between the levels of govemment, educational 

departments and universities ensures that the state's guideiines and policies conceming the 

examinations are carried out at aii Ievels throughout the country. 

More than 200 regular Institutes of Higher Learning have ken  designated by provincial 

examination committees as the exarnination administering institutes. Theû responsibilities include: 

drafting the examination standards in their respective fields, compiling a course guideline for each 

exam subject, cirafting and recornmending the self- teaching matenals, part icipat ing in the preparat ion 

and correction of the exam papers, offering the required exams that cover practical work (such as the 

evaluation of final papers, graduation projects and experiment courses, and oral exams for foreîgn 

language leamers), collabonting in granting certificates and diplornas to the qualified students, and 

perforrning research to improve the examination system 

Special test service centres have k e n  set up in the cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Nanjing, 

Wuhan, Chengdu and Shenyang to cany out the preparation of the written examination papers. These 

centres work under the dual leadership of the National Steering Cornmittee and provincial 

examination committees. Their main task is to prepare national unined examination papers for those 

public and foundation courses which are required nationwide. Individual provinces are respoosible 



for givhg those examinations which are specific to theu localities. 

Up to the present, more than 10,000 faculty members from various Institutes of Higher 

Learning have participated in the preparation of the written examination papers. Full tirne staff 

working on the self-taught exainations amount to more than 3,800 persons throughout China 

(Theory Comrnittee on China's Adult Education 1994:20). 

2. The operation of the examinations 

As decided by the National Steering Committee, the unified written examination times fa11 on 

the last Saturday and Sunday in each Apnl and October. There is a linle variation among different 

provinces. Some provinces have three days for each set of the exams and othea schedule the exams 

on each Sunday in Apnl and October. 

Two shifts of parallel examinations are scheduled on every examination day, one in the 

morning and the other in the aftemoon. A variety of subjects required by different programs are 

scheduled to be offered in the designated community examination centres, which are usually located 

in repuiar school buildings. Two or three vigilating teachea are assigned to each examination room 

during the exmination period. h r i c i p a ~ g  students cm choose which examination cenae to attend 

within their residing cities. An examination permit is given to the prospective examinee at a very small 

cost for each examination subject, when he/she registers for the exams at the local examination 

working office. 

Within a variety of the exam subjects, which are required by the students' chosen programs, 

and which are also available in the students' dies of residence, the examinees are responsible for 

choosing which examination subject(s) to take. Each examination subject is not repeated within the 

same year, so successful students in the previous exams can consistently take other subjects required 
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by their progam of study. This makes it possible to reduce the length of time needed for the 

completion of a degree. One shortcoming of this annual procedure is that those who have failed one 

subject cannot make it up until at least one year later. 

Before 1983, different provinces, municipdities and autonomous regions had varying 

examination plans and standards, which were largely based on the education plans of simila programs 

offered by local regular Institutes of Higher Leaming. The establishment of the 13 academic 

subcommittees in 1983 by fields of study was to devise the national unified examination plans and 

standards for some of the widely adopted academic programs offered in the HEE exarninations. 

Beginnhg in 1984, the unifonn academic credit system has been adopted in the operation of the 

examinations as guided by "Opinions on UNfy.ig the Credit Cntena for the Exams ", released by the 

National Steering Cornmittee in August of that same year. The credit value for each exam subject is 

calculateci according to the number of lecture hours and the number of hours needed for the home 

work for an equivalent course offered in regular univeaities. It is stipulated that anyone subject of 

a particular major which would require one lecture hour and two hours' home work per week in a 

regular university sernester equals one credit. Thus, in HEE, ciXint exam subjects available, or even 

the same subject for different specialties, may bear various credit values. 

Fixed credit values are reguiated throughout the examinations for the public cornes, the ones 

that students in almost all fields have to take: 6 credits each for ColIege Chinese, Philosophy and 

Chinese Revolutionary Hjstory; 4 for C o m n  Logic; and 14 for Foreign Language (Chen, Yu & Ren 

eds. 1994:223). The number of courses required and the minimum credits to be achieved Vary 

depending on program levels and specidties, but the adoption of a credit system on a national bais 

has offered a unifid academic standard for cornparison among students of the same major. 



3. Financing of the examinations and student fees 

The expenditure of the HEE system includes the costs entailed by the compiling of exam 

plans, outlines and study books; the preparation and correction of exam papes; the operation of 

exams; purchasing of necessary equipment and the routine expenses for administration. 

The hancing of the examinations system is largely a self-sustainhg one since the payments 

made by examinees cover the major part of the administrative costs. Al1 payments collected for 

examination fees and a percentage' of all the mition fees pdd to each regulated but autonomous 

academic assistant agency go to the local depaments of adult education and are used only for HEE 

examination-related purposes (Ren e d  1990:78). 

There are three suppiemental sources of funding for the HEE. (1) The govemment budgetary 

expenditure. From 1987, HEE expenditun has ken  a major part of the national or provincial 

govemment budget for adult higher education. (2) The govemment depaments and work units 

which have enmisted HEE to add new specializations on exxn schedules are required to pay an exam 

sponsor fee to the local examination cornmittee. This funding usually cornes h m  the employees' 

educatio na1 expenditure allocated to individuai work units by the govemmen t. (3) The expenses 

entailed by exam-related work done by regular universities are covered by the state expenditure on 

regular higher education (Ren ed. 1990:78). 

Table 11.2. Government expenditure on the HEE in Beijing: 1991-94 

Source: NSC. Research on the EducationaI Function of Higher Educationd Examinations for Self-Taught 
S tudents. Hangzhou, Zhejiang: Zhejiang University Press, 1996, page 332 

T i e  

199 1-1994 

' This percentage is regulated individuaily by locdities. in Beijing it is five percent 

Govemment budget 

700,000 Yuan/ year 

Exam registrants 

147.7 1 1 persons / year 

Expenditure per s tudent 

4.74 Yuan 1 person 
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Table II.2 shows the government expenditure on examinations in the city of Beijing during 

a four year p e n d  from 1991 to 1994. According to 1992 statistics (Educational Atlas of Chha 

1995:132), the state budgetary educationd expenditure per student averaged 5,297.3 Yuan nationally, 

covering staff salaries, public expenditures and basic construction. nius, the state would have to 

spend an average of 10,594.6 Yuan on every two-year college graduate. A random survey (NSC 

1996:332) of 489 short-cycle university graduates in 1994 shows that the average t h e  needed to 

finish the exams was 3.4 years. Provided that all exam registrants would finish the shortcycle courses 

within 3.4 years, the government expenditure on each of these students would be 4.74 X 3.4 (year) 

= 16 Yuan. As cornpared with that of regular universities, the government expendim on the extemal 

examinations is very low. HEE represents a state saving of 10,578 Yuan per short-cycle university 

graduate when compared to a regular university. Since the major part of the HEE examinees cannot 

graduate with a desired degree, the actual state expenditure on each graduate is higher than the above 

caculated amount. According to a random sample survey (NSC 1996:9), in 1992, the public 

expendihre on each Beijing HEE short-cycle universîty graduate covered only 0.2 percent of the 

amount spent on a regular university graduate. 

IndMdual expenses on self-study and examinations Vary greatly, since students have a variety 

of choices as to how to conduct their snidies. Fees paid by individual students for the purpose of 

study and exarns depend on the degree levels, and the type of academic assistance they chwse to 

take. The individual expenses necessary for only taking the actual examinations are rather low. In 

1994, approximately half of the nation's examinees did not attend any type of academic assistance 

pmgrams. For these snidents, only an average of 10 yuan on the study material for each subject and 

a lû-odd yuan registration fee for each of the exarns is necessary (exam registration fee per subject 
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is slightly different between provinces). Therefore, 500 yuan or so would be the total monetary input 

for a Bachelor student who has to complete 21 courses withour taking any academic assistance. For 

other students who have to take the various fee-paying academic assistance classes and programs, 

expenses would be much higher and varied. Tuition ranges ftom 30-60 yuan for a single-subject short 

terni course to about 1,000 yuan per semester for some of the long-temi NGO-sponsored university 

assistance programs. Exna expenses are necessary if transportation and lodging are needed when an 

examination centre is only available out of town. 

With this implicit pnvate individual nature of the financing, the state's budgetary expendinire 

is only one small portion of the HEE funding. Individual and cornmunity expenses have formed the 

major part of the expenditures necessary for running the examinations system. This financial mode 

is probably both pragmatic and suitable under the cunent econornic situation in China, since the state 

does not have the financial means to provide a significandy larger portion of money required to 

opente this open leaming system. 



III. PROGRAM AREAS AND EXAMS 

1. Dual level exnms and diploma programs 

In China, higher education is by state definition an educational category which includes al1 

f o m  of tertiary training at the short-cycle university level or above. In compiling statistics, the 

structure of regular higher education institutions is composed of a i l  state-run specializeâ colleges, 

short cycle vocational colleges, and universities which gant multi-level degrees starting h m  short- 

cycle universi ty credentiais. 

The Higher Educational Examinations (HEE) offer degree programs which certifj the 

qualification of self-taught students through examinations for the award of a degree. The degnes 

availabIe to be granted by the HEE are designed to be paralie1 to those of China's traditional higher 

educationai system. The regular tertiary degree programs fail into the following three types: 

- Ieading to a master's or a doctor's degree; 

. . - pdemwgrarns leading to a bachelor's degree, which require 4-5 y e m  

of undergraduate training; 

. - - n - c m t v e -  pprgraxns. which f d  into two types: (1) 2-3 year programs 

compressed down fiom a 4-5 year university education. There is hardly any difference between the 

graduation requirements of these prograrns and those of nomial univenity programs in the same 

field, except for the duration of smdy. (2) 2-3 year programs confuied to the foundation courses 

in a special area. 

At the present tim, China's HEE programs offer tertiary credentials only at two levels, which 

are the shon-cycle University degree and the normal university degree. Owing to the relatively short 
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history of development and the overall poor educational background of the enrollhg student 

population, the HEE programs have not yet been extended to the graduate Ievel. The programs and 

specialties leadkig to a shortcycle university degree were the fmt ones to develop and still serve the 

majority of the student population. Normal university programs were not formally initiated by the 

National Steering Cornmittee (NSC) until October, 1986, five years after the short-cycle programs 

were starteû In 1983, the HEE examinations were expenmented with at the special ski11 high schwl 

levei, and were shortly thereafter expandeci to a national scale. China's examinations for self'-taught 

leamers were thus extended to a secondary schwt leveL The interest of this thesis, however, is within 

the confines of adult higher educational exarnination programs. 

Mer 10 years practice, the examination programs have been developed within the following 

four basic exarnination plans leading to two Ievels of degrees (Theory Committee on China's Adul t 

Education 1994: 109- 1 1 1): 

(1) The plan for foundation courses leading to a short-cycle university degree. The graduation 

qualification is quivalent with that of a successful completion of the first half of a 4-5 year university 

education. N o d y  12 subjects with a cumulation of around 75 credits have to be passed for a 

degree. 

(2) Ajobspeafk S ~ O R - C ~ C ~  university degree plan. This is a terminal short-cycle university 

degree plan largely geared to those examinees who are mainly interested in gaining or uppding 

special skills for occupations. The requinment for the basic knowledge is lower than that of the 

foundation courses plan but more examination subjects have to be taken. A short-cycle special skill 

university degree is granted to students who passed 13 to 17 chosen courses with 75 to 80 credits 

ac hieved, 
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(3) The alternative degrees p h .  Wirh this pian, an accumulation of 20 to 24 courses with 125 

to 140 credits and an additional final paper or a graduation design project or assignment are the 

requiremenu for a nomial university education equivalency. Upon completion of the short-cycle level 

courses and requkemnts, a short-cycle university degree is independentiy granted when 12 courses 

with 70 to 75 credits are achieved. Studenu can either chwse to stop at this point or continue to 

finish the remaining number of exarn subjects, crediu and graduation projects at the advanced level 

for the completion of the normal university graduation. This endeavour can also be resumed latex on 

at any th of students own choosing. Those normal university graduates who demonstrate a certain 

level of pmficiency in one foreign language are qualifieci for a bachelor's degree. 

(4) Independent nomïil university kvel exams. For those students who have already obtained 

a state-acknowledged short-cycle university degree through adult higher education or h m  regular 

short-cycle universith, and who intend to work for a bachelor's degree through self-learning, a 

minimum of 14 university senior level courses with 75 credits and a final paper or a graduation 

project or assignment are required. 

When a i l  the exam subjects required by a desind degree have been passed, a student has to 

fuifill a final assignment or take an examination testing practical work application before he/she is 

qualified for the degree. This final requirement can take the following foms according to the name 

of the academic field king examine& a laboxatory experiment, an internship, a course design, a 

graduation project or thesis, or an oml examination for foreign language majors. Experiments and 

oral examinations take place in the administering institutes or designated work unia where the 

appropriate facilities are availabie. The student's admlliiste~g institute is responsibie for the design 

of the examination procedure and the evduation of the experiment report or language ability. 
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Roduction or medical internships for students in the related fields are fuifilled in designated places 

under the supe~sion of teachers from the administering institutes. A final intemship report is 

evaluated by the institute. For students majonng in engineering, a final course design has to be 

completed independently in a designated place and within the required period of the .  For the fmal 

assignment or thesis, it is the individuai student's responsibility to choose the topic, devise the outline, 

and to find a supervisor. After the thesiddesign is approved by the supervisor and then by the 

administenng institute, a final oral defence is ananged and evaluated before a degree is awarded. 

2. The development of program areas 

In January 1981, when the HEE was initiate. on a aail basis, the S tate Council approved and 

circulated a Ministry of Education report on tentatively governing the examinations for self-taught 

students. The report says: "Ali localities shouid decide the specialties to be tested in light of the needs 

of their respective bcalities for various kkids of prof&onals, so that on-the-job personnel who have 

passed the examinations rnay be transfemd to other suitable posts and jobless personnel who have 

made excellent scores may be assignecl work." The four pilot localities, Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai 

cities and Liaoning Province designeci their own majors and subjects for examinations, basicaüy 

according to the courses and areas o f f i d  in regular institutes of higher learning, as weU as the 

manpower requirement of the local job market. 

In June, 1981, when the set of exans for self-earnîng students were given on a nial basis 

in Beijing, exams were offered in only eight short-cycle specialty areas: Chinese, Industrial 

Economics, Commercial Economics, Law, Finance, Mathematics, Archive Management and the 

English Language. As guided by the principles of "Science and Technology after Humanities" and 

"hm easy-to-offa courses to complicated ones", Shanghai city off& two normal university Ievel 
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prograrns in Chinese Literature and the English Language, and four shortcycle programs in Chinese 

Literanire, Engiish Language, Accoun~g and Law. Accounting and Textile Engineering were offered 

in Tianjin city and ten short-cycle specialties were designed for exams including Chinese Literam 

and English Language in Liaoning Province (Liu ed. 1991:2015). On a national level, exam 

specialities in Hurnanities were the first ones to be identifiai since the nature of these specialties 

made the operation of exams relatnrcly easy. Suitable specialties in Science, Technology, Agriculture 

and Medicine were added gradualiy. Inter-provincial cooperation was sought as an efficient and 

economical means of expanding specialty areas. 

An NSC document conceming the initiation of nomial university level examinations was 

released on June 6, 1986. Four pilot Bachelor prognuns in Chinese Literature, Mathematics, Physics 

and Mechanics were offered in Fall, 1986 in Shanghai, Tianjin cities and Hunan Province (Liu ed. 

199 1 :2016). More exam speciaities wexz added subsequently for both levels, due to rapid economic 

and social development need and with the burgeoning of new fields of snidy. %y the end of 1992, 

there were 142 exatrrination speciaities covering the areas of Arts, Sciences, Engineering, Agriculture, 

Medicine, Teaching, Finance and Economics, Politics and Law, Education and Administration. The 

numbers of specialties offered for each set of examinations are shown in Table 111.1. We can see that 

the number of available specialties has incnased seven fold over the years from 20 in 1983 to over 

140 in 1992. 

Within the short history of the HEE, there has been an ever-expanding number of exam 

specialities offered. However, statistics show that the expansion of exam specialties are not evenly 

distriited among regions, as one cm see fiom Table m.2, which was compiled in the latter haif of 

1993. In 1993, the original four püot areas, Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai &es, and Liaoning province 



stül lead in the expansion of the number of specialties, but only a very few majors were availabk for 

shon-cycle University level exams in Tibet and Qinghai areas. Also, throughout the country, fewer 

specialty areas were developed at the normal undergraduate level than that at the shon-cycle 

university level, which is still the case today. 

Table 1II.î. Growth of the number of exam specialties over the years* 

Exam Date No. of Specialties 

1983 Oct. 20 

Exam Date No. of Specialties 
1 

1988 Apr. 70 
, 

Source: Theory Cornmittee on China's Adult Education. China's Self Educationai Exams. Beijing: 
Education Science Press, 1994:70 
*Statistics include the number of both level specialties, without double counting of düfexent level 
programs with the same major title. 

Table I I I 2  Statistics on exam specialties by regions, 1993 

Region 

Beijing 

Tianjin 

Hebei 

Shanxi 

1 Inner Mongolia 1 35 1 8 l l~ainan 1 28 1 5 1 

Number of specialities on offer 
Region 

Hubei 

Hunan 

Guangdong 

Guangxi 

S hort-cycle 

40 

31 

32 

39 

Normal univ 

16 

10 

10 

11 

Number of specialities on offer 

Short-cycle 

45 

32 

36 

27 

Normal univ 

15 

14 

6 

2 



Since the examinations for self-taught students were initiateci with the aim of offering a 

second-chance higher education to adult Iearners. the original design of prognms and subject anas 

Region 

Shanghai 

Jiangsu 

Zhejiang 

Anhui 

were mainly based on the courses and areas offered in regular institutes of higher learning. The 

Source: The National Examination Steering Cornmittee of Higher Educational Examina tions for SeIf-Taugh t 
Studenu (NSC) ed. National Statistics on Higher Educational Examinations for Self-Taught Studenis. Wuhan: 
Wuhan University Press, 1996: 159 
'PLA: People's Liberation Army 

foundation courses, the main specialties and the course loads were similar to ~ g u l a r  university 

i 

Region 

Sichuan 

Guizhou 

Yunnan 

Tibet 

Number of speciaIitics on offer 

programs. On the other hand, the examination majors and subjects for self-educaton have been 

Short-cycle 

34 

22 

27 

24 

largely affected by the requiremenu of the job market, which in tum, changes with China's ovaall 

Number of specialities on offer 

Normal univ 

15 

5 

6 

3 

econonric development needs. The Fît Plenary Meeting of the NSC held in May 1983 pointed out 

S hort-cycle 

37 

19 

33 

7 

that: the programî and exam subjects for the HEE should not totally replicate the program o f f e ~ g s  

Nomal univ 

7 

5 

6 

O 

nadily available at regular universities; and that specialties for exams should be based on broader 

categories in order to cater to the all-around need of the society. The NSC required that all provincial 
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exanrination coxmittees condua research on local job market needs. When designing and m o m g  

exam programs, priority should be aven to those specialties which were urgently or widely needed 

by the economic refom requirement, as weli as those suitable for self-study and exam operations. 

In ment years, China's educators, regular university graduates, and employers alike have 

noted that the program fields for university students are nanow, resulting from an over reliance on 

the traditional structure of university specialties. For example, when an English langage major 

graduates and enten a job, he/she hardly knows anything other than the English grammar and 

literature, thus, it will take years for W e r  to hiliy qualify for a particular job. Traditional 

universiaes are m g  to address this problem by adding optional courses, which are available to 

students in various departments. However, due to limited space, expertise and faculty, high quality 

optional courses do not sa- the need. More over, the long accepted division of regular university 

majors and provision of training are not easily reformed ovemight. During nearly 50 years after 

liberation, the Ministry of Education (later the State Education Commission) has only been able to 

prornulgate two national scale revisions on the regular university curriculum and the third one is still 

in progres. However, the examinations for selfileamers, because they are flexible by design, cm be 

eady adapted to course changes as needed by the dictates of the job market. The National Steering 

CoIZnlfittee of HEE has been modiQing the national overall examination plans once every five years 

since the start of the ernanations. Newly appearing specialties and subjects, especially the 

cross-disciplinary ones, are included as long as they are suitable for self-study and that the local 

examination cornmittee has the expertise to offer the exams. 

The HEE bases the design of new majors maidy on the job SUS needed within the society, 

since helping to raise the educational standard of the work force is one of its principal aims. One 
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important aspect in the expansion of specialty o f f e~gs  comes h m  the direct request of exam 

additions by different sectors of the work force. Article 15 of the bbRovisional Regdations on Exams 

for Self-Taught Students of College Courses" reads: "Al1 ministries and departrnents unda the Suite 

Couneil and their affiliiited bodies, military forces and other sectors of the work force can entrust the 

Provincial Examination Comminee or the National Steenng Committee to establish new exam 

specialties as needed by the respective field of work" 

In 1983, a h h g  at raising the educationd level of the political and party cadres, the 

Department of Organization and the Depariment of Ropaganda inside the Central Party Committee 

jointly entrusted NSC to provide exams on foundation courses for political cadre training. Because 

of this request, related subjects were added, which later evolved into two shon-cycle level specialties: 

Executive Management and Political Management. S tarting h m  1985, the S tate S tatistics Bureau, 

the S tate Pricing Bureau, the S tate Committee for Farnily Planning, Customs at Beijing, the Judicial 

Depamnent, the Ministxy of Finance, Beijing Education Bureau etc. have requested NSC to offer 

reiated speciaities in their respective fields Hence new spedties in Statistics, Pricing, Demography, 

Customs Management, Iudicial Law, and Rimary School Pedagogy have been established 

Since it only takes half a year for a new exam subject to be ready for offering, it is easier for 

the HEE, as compared with reguiar universities, to modify the program offerings to cater to the 

changing societaî need. Among al1 the exam offerings up to now, in Shandong Province for example, 

it is reported that 20 local HEE specialties, including Statistics, Accounting, Security Management 

and Advanced Nursing etc., have füed the vacuum of the course offerings provided by the present 

four regular universities in one of its major cities, Yantai (NSC 1996:146). 

With the development of the examinations, the HEE has also become the authoritative 
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examining body to ver@ the study results of graduates h m  NGO-sponsored Mversities, 

correspondence tuition programs, and adult higher educational institutes. Since most of these 

institutions and programs cannot issue a state-acknowledged credential to their graduates, in order 

to get a social acceptance, niany of these program sponsors have their graduates tested by the HEE, 

whose graduation papers are legally accepted by the state and employers. 

3. Students9 choice of specialties and subjects 

Written examination subjects basicdy fd into thne categones: public counes, foundation 

courses and specialty courses. This design actually still exactly follows the pattern set by regular 

universi ties. 

- CO- are common subjects required by almost al1 specialties, for which nation- 

wide unified examinations are given. These subjects include: three political theory counes 

(Philosophy, Political Economy, Chinese Revolutionary History), College Chinese, and one Foreign 

Language, which are aiso required by most of the regular univasities. 

- courses set within diEferent study mas, which examinees of the area have 

to take, as decided due to the nature of the field of study. For example, in engineering specialties, 

these foundation courses are Advanced Mathematics, General Physics and Genexai Chemisay. 

Accoun~g, Statistics, and Cornputer AppIication are required foundation courses for students in the 

study area of Economics and Managemni. Public courses and foudation courses account for around 

80 percent of the credits required for degree completion (Chen, Yu & Ren eds. 1994:141). 

- make up the remaining 20 percent of the course load. These courses are 

more closely related to different job skilis. This part of the HEE subjects is especiaiiy designed to 

appeai to studenu with various needs as required by occupations. as weii as by individual interest. 
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In theory, as compared with reguiar hill-time university majors, the HEE specialities are 

designeci so that students in any speciaity program can be exposed to a relatively broader knowledge 

field and aalliing owing to the cross-sciplinary nature of the specialty courses. In practice, however, 

although each specialty has a nwnber of optional courses h m  which students can chwse, students' 

Eree choice is lirnited to a very srna11 number of courses once theh own majors are decided. For 

example, according to the examination plans updated in 1995, ail accounting majors at the short-cycle 

university level should complete 12 subjects, arnong which 11 are required for students to take 

without any spacific tim orda. Only one subject rcmains to be chosen by students from among Basic 

English, Economic Law and Management Accounting. 

There are vay few restrictions on the students' choosing of majors, although participants are 

encouraged to chwse ihoa specialties nlated to their work place requirements. Generally speaking, 

those spenalties which have promisingjob prospects are the students' favourite ones. Many also like 

to chwse the relatively easy-to-cope-with m a s  inside the humanities specialities. 

Since 1993, arnong ail the specialties on offer, Accounting has been the most popular subject 

area with the examinees. In the fall of 1994, the registration figures show that the most popular 

program areas were Accounting, Law, International Trade, English, Finance And Computer Science. 

These subject areas accounted for 61 percent (or 110,000) of a total of 180,000 subjects taken during 

this exam penod. The second most popular subject areas were Chinese, Nurshg, Commerce, 

Economic Management And Traditional Chinese Medicine, with over 5,000 subjects taken by 

examinees within each program (Beijing Self Educationai Examination Bullitin l99S,l, 1). 

On the one han& the populanty of some of the majors with mdents reflects the trend of the 

job market requirement and the societal rnanpower demands. On the other, certain fields of study 
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which might lead to low pay or hard-to-fil1 funire jobs are m l y  chosen by students, although the 

society is also in great need of educated manpower in the fields. The specialties of Veterinary 

Medicine and Post And Telecomrnunicarions are such examples. For those program areas which 

have constantly attracted few examinees, the provincial examination comrnittee may consider 

cancehg the specialty. In Beijing, Philosophy, Advanced Mathematics, and Physics etc. have been 

drawing about 10 examinees each per examination terni in ment yean (Beijing Self Educational 

Exmination Bullitki 1995,4,2). Considering that ngular universities were graduating enough talent 

in these traditional fields, the Beijing Examination Cornmittee pemanently cancelled Advanced 

Mathematics And Physics in 1996. Studenu already enrolled in a cancelled field of study can either 

stick to the field and fmish within two years upon notice, or move to other specialties, with credits 

gained h m  public courses and other subjects with the same titles m s f e m d  over. 

4. Exnm guide books and self-study materials 

With no direct tuition provided by the examination administering organizations, snidents' 

successhil performance is totally based on the satisfactory study of printed course materials as guided 

by the enam guiâe books, and a good job done in the nlated exams. The preparation of guide books 

and study materials are mainly the responsiities of the 13 academic sub-committees. In case the line 

of study is covered by none of these national academic subcommittees, the provincial exam 

committee will take charge of the preparation work. 

Exarn guide books are the guiding documents on which individuals' self-study, communîty 

academic assistance, the preparation of study materials and exam questions have to k based. The 

main requiremenu of a course, basic contents to be snidied, exarn criteria, the measurement of 

credïts, suggested study methods and recomrnended study materials are included in the guide book 



for each subject. 

In the early period of exam taking, selected text books and instruction guidelines used in 

regular universities or compiled for correspondence education were recommended for use by self- 

iaught students. From 1984 onward, the HEE exam guide books have ken prepared for courses 

various lines of snidy (see Table m.3). Numerous tutonal text books for many HEE courses 

began to be compiled in 1986 (see Table III.4). 

Table In. 3. Exam guide books compiled by academic sub-cornmittees as of Dec. 1989* 

Line of study No.published No. to be No. in Public courses included 
pubt ished planning 

Philosophy 

Law 

1 

L 

d 

t t t 1 

Source: Ren, Fuchmg ed Ten Yean Development of Higher Educaiional Examinations. Economics Science 

Civil engineering 

English 

Mechanics 

21 

14 

Politic& Management 1 3 1 24 1 27 1 hcl: Revolutionary History 

15 

6 

29 

Agriculture 

Ress, 1990, page 51 
T h e  guide books for Traditional Chinese Medicine, Demography and Nursing majors are not included in this 
table. 

14 

17 

7 

21 

28 

Incl: Philosophy 

70 

6 

75 

20 

Incl: Public Engiish 

44 



Table 111.4. Self-study text books prepared by academic sub-cornmittees as of Dec. 1989* 

Law 1 11 1 3 1 14 1 

Line of study 

Econ & Management 

Agriculture 1 1 1 2 1 

No. published 

18 

Politics & Management 

Math 1 1 8 1 5 1 

Source: Ren. Fuchang ed Tai Years Development of Highcr Educaîional Examinations. Economics Science 
Press, 1990, page 54 
*The text books for Demography and Nursing majors are not included in this table. 

No. to be publisheâ 

8 

I 
2 

In China's regular undergraduate pmgrams, the university usually provides ail the nquind 

course books at the begimhg of each semester and students are required to purchase them. The 

systematic and weU-planned instruction and educational process rnakes everythmg very predictable. 

The HEE students, on the other hand, have to take care of their own learning progress and the 

purchase of the study materials. With various study matends and guide books publishd by düferent 

institutions flooding ont0 the book market, students are very often confused about what are the 

appropnate books to use. 

This confusion cornes in part, h m  the examiriàtion authorities. Owing to the experimental 

status of the examinations, changes in exam regulations and plans occur fkquently. Besides their 

No. in preparation 

24  

3 22 
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patrular academic mdies, students have to always keep an eye on the HEE specialty policy changes 

and make constant adjustments. One example of changes concerns the preparation of exam papers 

on Math. Each par, the HEE central administration wili single out the guide book and course book 

for a specifr subject to guide students' preparation Mu the April, 1994 Math exam the researchers 

attnïuted the poor pas rate to the ill-planned exam paper in ternis of contents, scope of knowledge 

covered, and level of difficulty. In light of this study result, not long before the same exam subject 

was to be &en in Apd, 1995, it was decided that instead of the old practice of mixing contents on 

Advanaxi Math, Linear Algebra, and Statistics together in one exam paper, Advanced Math should 

be separated out. Students were notified to prepare for the exam according to certain newly 

published course books. This sudden notice of exam change left students little t h e  to find the 

designated books in the market and to hastily change their snidy plan More the exarn date. It was 

later found out that the exam nsuits were still not satisfactory. After more lzborious researching and 

planning, it med out that the exarn plan and designated books to be used for the 1996 Math exam 

were later changed back to that of 1994. Again, students were notified shortiy before the exam date. 

It remains an u ~ l v e d  problem for the HEE administration to raise the students' p a s  rate 

on each exam subject. The constant changes of exam plans and policies have not r a i d  the average 

pass rate of studenu, but have made studenu more puuled as to how and what to study. Lacking 

systematic instruction and often without an efficient self-leaming method, studenu have to rely 

heavily on exam guidelines and officially designated corne books. No matter what the exarn results 

are, many are exam insmunentalists, king constandy dnven by the changing exam plans. 



IV. STUDENT ADMINISTRATION, STUDENT CHAR ACTERISTICS 
AND STUDENT PROGRESS 

1. Student administration: open entry and student files 

The evolution of duit education at a distance since World War II and the establishment of 

western ddved Me-long education theories in the 1970s have providexi China's educators the 

theoretical base for experimenting with raising the nation's overail educational standatd. In searching 

for suitable models on an international level, China also took its inspiration h m  the British Open 

University (BOU), which features an open entry, as weli as other international initiatives of open 

learning systems. 

Upon its establishment, the Higher Educational Examinations in China adopted a pnnciple of 

"lenient entry and strict exit (graduation)". Article three of Regulations on Exams for Self-Taught 

Studenu provides that: ". . . Ali citizens of the PRC may apply for the examinations of their own 

accord regardless of sex, age, nationali~, race or previous schooling. . . . " This broad mandate, in 

practice, has d e  China's exarninations system more flexible and egalitarian than the BOU as far as 

students entry is concemed. Although the BOU has been cornmitteci to widening access to higher 

education since its inception in 1969, it still has to reject students because demand for entry has 

always been greater than the number of places avaiiable. The BOU'S open admission of students, 

though, is totally b a x d  on a "fîrst corne, tgst serve" policy, with no consideration of students' 

quabkation for study with the University (Rumble 1982: 45). In China's case, since the state has set 

up a management structure which only administem examinations and offers no instruction at all, it is 

practicaiiy possible that the system by design can absorb aU interested students. Thus, for those 

students beginning with short-cycle university level courses, the Higher Educational Examinations 

41 
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system has no limitations whatsoever as far as admission is concemed. Those who intend to skip 

exam at the short-cycle UniYefSity level howeva, have to present a short-cycle university d e n t i d ,  

earned either h m  the Examinations, or h m  otkr state-acknowledged Institutes of Higher Learning, 

when bey register for nomial undergraduate level exarns for the frst time. Al1 studenu who do not 

previously have a high schwl graduate equivalency are n q u M  to take extra exarns for any desired 

degree. 

To register for any of the examinations, the individual snident has only to take a trip to the 

I d  e d a t i o n  office within the regulated time pend prior to each of the two annual examination 

dates. Collective registrations are dso organized by those work units or institutions which have 

enmisted the HEE to examine their studenu or employees. For fding purposes, ID and educational 

credentials are expected for f î t  time registering students. 

Although the entry requirement is lenient, it is quite likely that a significant proportion of the 

registered examinees will drop out later on during the course of study, and only those who have 

pas& all the necessary examinations with sufficient nedits required for completion will be certifieci 

as graduates. 

Students rnay apply for a change of specialty at any time, but a request foxm has to be 

subdted by the examinees and be approved in tum by the district/county level, city level and finally 

the provinciai exaniination codttees. S o m  pnviously eamed credits can be transfemd, depending 

on the nature of specialties involved Examinees who cannot take the exarns in their home towns if 

resûicted by work location are allowed to sit exams in another province, and have the results sent 

back to thcir original local examination office of regisaation. 

An examination file is established for each individual student as soon as hdshe has passed 
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hk/her &st exam subject. The student's registration forms for al1 exam sessions, records of nsulu. 

qualified exarn papers, and records of reward and punishment an kept and updated by special 

pe~nne l  either in the provincial examination comminees or in the city cornmittees entrusted by the 

province. if a student has failed to pass any new exams over a time span of five yean, his/her füe is 

taken out and kept separately. 

The conmion and basic rationale for the pranice of distance leaming systems in an open mode 

at the tertiary level is to provide an egalitanan educational oppominity to adults who may pursue a 

university degree by upgrading the qualifications required by their professions and/or in the subjects 

of i n W u a l  hterests, and who otherwise do not have the chance to undertake a university education. 

With egalitarianism and democratization as the basic ideologies for an open university education, in 

theory, all adult students are equal in choosing to, or not 10, undertake the education o f f a  by the 

open learning system featuring open access and open entry. The broad mandate of the Regulations 

on Exams for Self-Taught Students regarding student registration makes the HEE system open to al1 

adults, with factors such as occupation, position, condition of health and academic preparation very 

flexible. 

The concept of "open entry" however, does not guarantee open access, which has larger 

implications than the former. The degree of openness of entry into a certain institution is largely 

decided by the nature and restrictiveness of the regdations and the selection critena. Qualifications 

required for entry, the nght to compete for a lirnited number of places avaiiable, the nght to take an 

entrance examination, timing, age iimits, location of home, sex, race, religion and nationality are 

arnong the examples for such criteria In addition to openness of entry, the degree of openness of 

access is aected by other factors, such as the economic, geographic. timing, health and other 
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connitinns or restrktions under which individuals have to study, even if they are accepted entry (Neil 

ed. 1981:37). The remaining sections of this chaptn show that self-learning students are by no means 

a homogeneous group. Various factors and conditions faced by students in their process of studies 

are examined, 

2. Student characteristics 

Broadly speaking, the self-taught students vary greatly in age, occupation, social status, 

education background, and other conditions under which they have to study for the exams. The tables 

used in this section show some national or provincial statistics on the break down of certain 

characteristics of the examinees. Table IV.1 below shows the result of one random survey among 

registered participants of Guangdong Rovince, and Table IV.2 shows the statistics obtained from a 

survey of all the examinees in Yantai City, Shandong Province in the April examinations of 1995. 

Table IV.1. Random survey of the Higher Educational Examination 
partidpan& in ~ u r n g d o n ~  Province 

Size of w e y  I T i c  I (No. of persons) 
Percentage (%) 

Male Female 

Percentage by age (%) I 

Source: Theory Committee on China's Adult Education. China's Self Educational Examinations. Beijing: 
Educational Science Press, 1994, page29 

As indicated in Table N.1, during 1989-91, the number of malt participants was nearly 

double that of f i e s  in all six terms of exams surveyed in Guangdong Province. This male-female 
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ratio is similar to that of the national statistics on men and women student ratios in China's regular 

iiniv- around the beginning of 1990s. From 1987 to 199 1, the annual fernale participation rate 

for regular univeristies was 33.0%. 33.346, 33.2%, 33.5% and 33.4% respectively (Educational 

Statistics Yearbook of China). The disadvantaged situation faced by Chinese wornen conceming 

access to higher education does not seem to have been improved by the HEE's total open entry of 

students. 

Table IV.2. Statistics on examinees' distribution by age in Yantai City for April1995 

Source: Hu, Jiajun & Wang, Shengxiang. Essays on Self Study and Exams. Shandong: Shandong University 
Press, 1991: 11 1 

Age 

Examinees 

Percentage (%) 

The exarninees are virtuaily h m  ail age cohorts but the majority are relatively Young. About 

90 percent of the Guangdong examinees during 1989-91 could be found in the age cohort 16-35, and 

94.5 percent of the total examinees in Yantai City, Shandong Province were below 35 yearj old 

according to April, 1995's statinics (Hu & Wang 199 1: 133). Other data collected fkom 26 provinces 

in 1993 ais0 show that 8 1 percent of the participating students were between age 26 and 35 in that 

year (Beijing Self Educational Exmination Buiiitin 1994,3,27). Many younger teenagers have also 

been active in the examinations and the oidest examinees can be found in their 80s (Guan 1989: 142). 

It is kpss~'bIe to compile statistics with regard to detailed job classifications since self-taught 

students pemeate Wnially every walk of life in China. If the occupations of the participants are 

Total 

22289 

100 

divided into seven broad categones as shown in Table IV.3, we can get a general idea of the 

percentage of participants by different occupations. 

25andbelow 

15813 

74 

26-35 

437 1 

20.5 

3 6-45 

939 

4 

46-55 

81 

0.4 

56andabove 

85 

0.4 
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Table IV3. National statistics, Fall, 1992: percentage of exam participants by occupations 

Education Science Press, 1994, page 65 

Table IV.4. Distribution by occupations of Hubei examinees 

Total 

100% 

4s.: Addt Higher Education in China. Jinan. Shandong: Shandong Education Pies. 1992. page 151 

Enyou Huang (Table IV.4) snidied the occupational stams of the examines in Hubei 

Rovince over a thret year period h m  the ktter M o f  1984 to the latter half of 1987, and found that 

the examinees' disaibution by occupation was skewed, but the pattern was relatively steady over the 

years. 

Cadre, a term tramlated by the New York Times as "party functionary"in the Chinese use of 

the word, denotes anyone in a position of responsibility, especially refening to government or Party 

persomeL Cadres, as a group, is traditionaiiy considenxi the nation's skeleton of administrators and 

should therefore include the academic elite. Their education is seen as of special urgency and 

importance. Not long after the Higher Educational Examinations were establisheâ, various state's 

functioning bodies began to register their cadres for the exarns, many of whom had not had the 

Source: Thcory Cornmittee on China's Adult Education. China's Self Educaiional Exarninations. Ekijing: 

Others 

1 1.24% 

Unemployed 

7.48% 

OLhers 
(W 

10.2 

3.7 

3.6 
I 

4.4 

3 5  

4.1 

9.7 . 

Cadre 

42% 

Source: Huang, Enyou. On Present Status of Self-Taught Examinees. In: Zhang Xiangdong & Stephens. MD 

Peasant 

1.42% 

Soldier 
(W 

6.7 

5.7 

3.6 

2.8 

2.7 

2.0 

2.2 

T m  

84F 

85s 

85F 

Soldier 

1.22% 

Teacher 

4.48% 

Unemployed 
(%) 

1.7 

1.8 

3.9 

3.9 

4.3 

5.2 

8.0 

Worker 
(%) 

33.4 

26.4 

29.7 

29.6 

27.5 

29.7 

21.5 

Cadre 
(%) 

47.8 

61.6 

58.8 

Worket 

3 1.8% 

Peasan t 
(%) 

0.2 

0.8 

0.4 

0.4 

0.8 

0.4 

0.4 

86s 

86F 

87s 

87F 

58.9 

61.2 

58.6 

58.2 
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opportunity for any type of tertiary education. Cadres were encouraged to obtain a tertiary 

educational credentiai through spare tUne study and a saies of exams in order to be qualifieci for their 

positions. In the examination term of Fail, 1992, as shown in Table IV.3, cadres made up the largest 

occupation group of the national exarn participants. In Hubei Province, cadres took up an even larger 

percentage of the exarninees during the penod of Huang's study. 

The worker's group was the second largest category with approximately one third of the 

examinees demonsmted both in the national statistics and in Hubei's case study. Some provincial 

statistics collected at other times also show that workers have ken continuously representing a 

relatively large proportion of the examinees. Peasants, on the other hand, are very slightIy 

represented, albeit that they currently compose 0.8 billion or 75 percent of China's 1.2 billion 

population. The percentage of the unemployed has k e n  increasing over the years, owing to the 

yearly kiflux of many young high school leavers, who do not have an opportunity to enter regular 

universities, or the work force. 

The exam participants also Vary in their level of educationai achievement before the exams. 

The average prior educational level has been increasing over the years with 1989 seemingly as a 

hnning point (Wang 1995). Before 1989, those who had previously received only a junior secondary 

schooling or lower had been taking up around 23 percent of the nation's total exarninees. However, 

between 1990 and 1994, statistics show that a much lower percentage of the total participants had 

a rather low level of previous education (primary school or junior secondary school leavers). The 

percentage for this group dropped to 9 percent in October 1992 and was 3.6 percent on a cumulative 

average fiom 1990 to 1994. In October 1992, 83 percent of the national total examinees had 

previously achieved a senior secoitdary education (special ski& schools and worker's training schools 



included), and another 8 percent had a short-cycle univenity degree and above. 

The bw ducational certincate holders, which are a small percentage, are mainly those who 

have been working for a long tmie. They have accumulated a rich work expenence but feel that their 

job advancement is harnpered by their low educational attainment. For some, without the opportunity 

to study on a university campus, a university degree has been a long-held ciream. The medium level 

education achieven (senior high school leavers and the equivalent), which take up the majonty of the 

participants, are of two kinds. The fmt kind have just begun their jobs. For one reason or another, 

they have started a job instead of en tering a regular Ins ti tute of Higher Learning, and are in urgent 

n d  to raise their educational standard through an alternative channel. The second kind of medium 

students consist of those who, after a long p e n d  of working, either intend to make a job change or 

wish to get a promotion to a higher job rank in their chosen vocational field. In recent years, many 

young graduates fksh a m  senior secondaiy schools have been joining the HEE examination system 

in order to get a university education and an equivalent degree through an alternative channel. 

For some who already have a university de-, the e m  for self-learnets become the vehicle 

for getting a second degree. With the development of econornic reforms and the increasing demand 

for higher educational anainment, more and more short-cycle coiiege or even normal University 

degree hoMers tend to pin the exam system, either to catch up on a normal university education, or 

to study for a second degree. In the eastern coastal areas, this trend is especidy obvious. A diffennt 

distribution by examinees' pnor educational achievements Li the econornidly developed Jiangsu 

Province for 1992 is shown in Table IV.5. We aui see that the o v e d  pre-exam educational standard 

of the participants are much higher as compared with that show in the national statistics for the same 

p e n d  



Table IVS. Distribution O? participants b level of education 
before the exams: Jiangsu &ovince 

T i e  

Am92 

Education Science Press, 1994:66 
*SSSs = Speciai Skill School 

ûct.92 

3. Students9 progress, drop out and completion rate 

Student progress, drop-out and completion rates are prime concems in any educational 

enterprise, expecidly when the HEE system is viewed as a benchmark in China's educational 

innovation. 

The Higher Educational Examinations accept al1 interesteci students who are wUing to self- 

study and to sit the exarninations. Whether or not to continue the process is totally decided by the 

individual student. The door is wide open to ali adult leamers seeking entry in probably the most 

lenient way. However, a systematic and strict credit policy has been observed in operating the 

exarninations and evaluating prospective graduates. Seventy to eighty acadernic credits have to be 

achieved through a combination of exams for a short-cycle university degree, and 120-140 d t s  

plus practical work or exams for a bachelor's degree. For those students who do not hold a senior 

secondary ~ h w l  diplorna before the exams, extra subjects bearing 6 more credits which test for 

prerequisite knowledge are required. Table N.6 shows the number of applicants, examinees, 

qualifiai examinees and number of graduates for each examination tem on the national basis from 

Spring, 1984 to Spring, 1996. 

Junior sec. & below 

3.59% 

Senior sec.(incl. SSSs)* 1 Short-cycle univ. on** 

65.56% 30.85% 

Source: Theory Commitîee on China's Adult Educaiion. China's Self Educational Exarninations. Beijing: 
4.62% 7 2.96% 1 23.42% 1 



IV.6. National stntistics: Number of applicants, examinees, 
qualified examinees*, and graduates 

Examinees 
(ten thousand) 

Applicants 
(ten thousand) 

Qualifiecl examinees 
([en thousand) 

O. 16 84s 

Graduates 
(per-a 
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6565 
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12 
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47 

51 
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468 
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153 
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178 

202 
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181 

139 

151 

211 

240 
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Normal 

d a  
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79241 

59814 

74548 

88024 

98001 

Sh-cycle 

18 

32 

d a  

1 .9 

2.2 

2.5 

3.2 

3.8 

5.4 

- 

6.8 

7.4 

8 

8.9 

10.8 

8.5 

8.7 

10.9 

95 

13 

20 

25 

4405 

2882 

3238 

3893 

- 5504 

n/a 

n/a 

d a  

68 

67 

70 

68 

6.3 

66 

77 

71 

83 

92 

87 

IO0 

99 

108 

114 

89 

101 

141 

157 

41 

64 

62 

n/ri 

1 

1.3 

1.4 

1.9 

2.3 

3.5 

4.3 

4.6 

5.1 

5.3 

62 

5.1 

5.6 

7.1 

6.8 

8.8 

14.4 

17.4 



National Statistics on Higher EducaîionaI Examinations for Sclf-Taught Students.Wuhan: Wuhan University 
Press, 1996 
*QuaIfid examinees: the examinees who have passed at least one subjec t in each examination term. 

Term 

96s 

The number of applicants for short-cycle university level exams has experienced three main 

periods of expansion and two major drops. During the early developing years, from the inception of 

the examinations to the fvst half of 1988, the figure had been increasing in a fast and steady pace. 

Large numbers of young students, as well as those older ones whose education was intempted by 

the CultuTal Revolution, were ataacted to this open mode extemal examinations system When a i l  

sectors of society were facing the urgent n t  of educated personnel, higher education through span 

tene study and extemal exams was seen as a popular alternative route of getting a credential due to 

its practicality in terms of guaranteed entry and the flexibility in the snidy time. 

The volume of exarn registrations at the short-cycle university level was fluctuating benveen 

the latter half of 1988 and the first half of 1994. In the most ment couple of years, the number of 

exam applicants has been increasing very fast, reaching 3,660,ûûû in Spring 1996, among which 79.6 

percent actudy showed up in the exams. From 1983 onward, the absence rate (applicants who 

haven't shown up in the exarns versus the total applicants) has ken  fluctuating between 20 to 30 

percent, with an average rate of 24 percent (Ren 1997 unpublished paper). 

At the normal university level, the number of appliwits has been Sgnincantly fewer as 

compared with that of the short-cycle course examinees. There had been a steady increase in the 

Source: National Steering Cornmittee of Higher Educational Examinations for Self-Taught Students (NSC) ed. 

Applicants 
(ten thousand) 

Examinees 
(ten thousand) 

Sh-cycle 

366 

Nomal 

47.4 

Qualified examinees 
(ten thousand) 

Graduates 
(pcrsom) 

Normal 

25.5 

Sh-cycle 

1 10061 

Sh-cycle 

291.5 

Normal 

6323 

Normal 

36.8 

Sh-cycle 

178 
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student population More Spring 1992, followed by an even developing pend until Fall, 1994. In 

the most recent two years, in the same rnanner as what has happened with the shortcycle courses, 

the examinee population has seen a sharp increase term by tem. The absence rate of no& 

unhersity level exams has been between 20 to 30 percent, with 27 percent on the average (Ren 1997 

unpublished paper). 

Students' enthushm went down at both levels of exams during 1992 to 1994, which rnainly 

resuited h m  the relatively easy access to various forms of adult universities in this pend. To attract 

more students, a senior secondary schwl diploma and scores of about 250 on the adult university 

entrance examinations were ail that were required to quai@ for study at an adult univenîty. Since 

it was ditncult to pass the required exams with HEE, many students chose instead to attend an adulr 

university, where a higher education credentiai was aimost guaranteed once they got in. When the 

adult university entrance scores requirement went up later in 1994 to over 400 for quality purposes, 

adults seeking higher education flooded back again to the HEE, which also contributed to the 

increase in the number of applicants in the last two yeus. 

The recent signincant increase in the number of students taking nomial university level exams 

has resulted h m  the following four factors. Fit iy,  after yem of expansion into the 90s, adult 

universkies had already graduated large numbers of on-the-job shon-cycle university trainees. The 

new jobseeking graduates, hding that job vacancies were no longer easily available for short-cycle 

university degree holdea, had to reson to HEE to catch up for a normal university education. 

Secondly, job recruitment requkrnents are cunently getting higher in urban areas, especially 

in indus* China Many employers who used to cornplain about the dEculty in getting teflary 

education graduates, are no longer satisfïed with a short-cycle university degree. In 1996, the city 
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govemment of Beijing released a new policy, accordlng to which only graduates from normal 

univefsities and above are eligile to apply for high I-dnking professional titles. The gap in treatrnent 

between short-cycle univenity and n o d  University graduates, the fast development of the economy. 

and the soaring societal demand of a higher educational standard in the work force, give self-taught 

students a greater pressure to raise their degree levels. 

Thirdly, with the development of the exarnination system itself, the policies and practices of 

the HEE are more widely known to the general public. New students are cotinuously attracted to the 

examinations. Many regular university graduates who are not satisfied with their original fields of 

study an drawn to the HEE to get a second degree in a more popular area needed by the job market. 

Fortnhly, although dent ia ls  cm no longer guarantee a job, people are realiPng that they 

are becoming a basic necessity for individual progress in the urban employment market Since many 

adult education programs and NGO universities cannot issue the state-acknowledged degrees, 

employers tend to get confused about the higher educational credentials obtained h m  institutions 

other than reguiar Wwersities. The HEE, however, remains a highly authoritative state-administered 

degree program, whose credentials are readily accepted by the state and employers. Thus the HEE 

applicants ' s enthusiasm has ken  boosted tremendously in recent years. 

Another important achievewnt of the HEE is reflected in its cumulative number of graduates. 

The examinations had the first 133 short-cycle university graduates in Spring, 1984 and 14 normal 

University graduates in S pring 1985. The semi-annual number of graduates has been increasing with 

the development of the examinatbns, at fïrst linle by little, and later at a rapid speed. In Spring 1996, 

the shon-cycle University graduates broke through the 110,000 mark. Whüe only ten-odd or tens of 

students couid achieve a normal university graduation in each of the f k t  several examination tenns, 
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the number increased to 6,323 for the single terni of Spring 1996 alone. Statistics (NSC Statistics 

1996:3) show that by the first half of 1996, a cumulative total of 1,386,090 students had graduateci 

h m  the HUE, of which 1,245,960 or 97.1 percent obtained a short-cycle mivenity degree, and 

40,136 or 2.9 percent got their normal university graduation certificates. This simcant inmase in 

the graduation volume has resulted both h m  the rapid expansion of the KEE snident population and 

nom the improved comrnunity acadernic assistance snategy over the years. 

Although rapidly increasing, the number of students working at the nomial university level 

is still a tiny minority. Among the huge HEE snident population of the country, in 15 years, only an 

total of 40,136 students have ken certified as normal university graduates by the HEE. 

IV.7. Basic national statistics on the Higher Educational Examinations 
as of Aprit, 1991 (persans) 

Cumulative Cumulative awardees of graduation 
single-subject ceftir~cates 
cenificate 
mi pients 

Bacbelor's 
degree 
recipients, 
cumulative 

1 Total 

1 Beijing 

1 Hebei 

Heilongjiang k 



Current term Cumulative Cumulative awardees of graduation 
applican ts single-subject certificatcs 

certi ficate 
recipients Short-cycle Normd courses 
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I I  

I I  

I I  

I I  

I I  

I I  
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

- 
Educational 

Bachelor's 
degree 
recipients, 
cumulative 

Region 

1 Zhejiang 

1 Anhui 

1 Fujian 

1 Shandong 

1 Henan 

1 Hubei 

1 Hunan 

1 Guangdong 

1 Guangxi 

1 Hainan 

Shaanxi 

1 Gansu 

1 Qinghai 

1 Ningxia 

1 Xinjiang 

Source: China' s Beijing: People's Education Press, 199 1 : 
*No examinations were offered in Tibet in April, 199 1. 

Table N.7 shows the number of applicants m the upper haif of 199 1, the cumulative number 

of awardees of smgle-subpct certificates, graduation certificates, and bachelor degrees as of Spring, 

1991, broken d o m  by geographic regions. Given the discrepancy between the statistics available in 

Tables iV.6 and N.7 (for example, according to Table W.6, the exarn applicants for short-cycle and 
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nomial courses totalled roughly 2,427,000 nationally in Spnng, 199 1, while the figure was 2,361 ,982 

in Table IV.7). we assume that the siatistics are not highly reliable. However, when the information 

is combined h m  both Tables IV.6 and TV.7, we cm draw two clear implications. First, there is a 

large discrepancy between the nurnber of normal university graduation certificate holders and that of 

the awardees of a bachelor's degree. The difference is result of the HEE regulation conceming the 

degree convocation. Ali graduating students who have successfully finished al1 course exams have 

to pass a graduating assignrnent or a fmal test before a graduation certificate is awarded. However, 

to qualify for a degree, a B or above has to be achieved on these final requirements. The second 

implication is that the number of graduates, especially at the n o m l  university level, had ken 

exmmely low as compand with the huge examinees population. The more developed eastem part 

of China obviously showed a better achievement in ternis of the volume of graduates at both levels. 

No systemic records have ever been cornpiied regarding students completion rate at either 

level of the HEE. This has resul ted, in part, from the complicated nature of the studen t population, 

since it is totally up to individuai students to deciâe the number of subjects to register for at one time, 

whether to take the exams after registration, when to drop out, when to retake the exams etc. 

However, it is obvious that only a MY minority of enrolled students have ever graduated h m  either 

leveL According to a recent survey, those who have actually graduated with a short-cycle university 

degree every year account for roughly 5-7 percent of the national yearly examinees registered for this 

level of study (NSC 1996:96). At the nomal course level, as many as nine econornidy les- 

developed provinces had no record of any graduates at aU by 199 1. Despite the huge population 

invoived in these national examinations over ten years, only a total of 5,294 students had achieved 

a normal university completion, among whom only 1,017 had got a bachelor's degree. 
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Several factors have coilaboratively contriiuted to the rehtively small number of completions, 

especidy at the normal university level. 

Firstly, the self-taught students on the whole are upon entry low in their academic preparation 

for university study. Many young students enter the HEE to get a higher education owing to their 

lack of competency for regular university entry. High school leavers produced during the Cultural 

Revolution paticularly show a deficiency in both knowledge and their study abilities. Those who have 

been m the work force for a long tirne possess a nther old knowledge background which is no longer 

compatible with the fast developing technology and the econornic situation. Ho wever, seeking an 

equivalency in the educational standard with that of regular universities, the HEE system has been 

constantly upholding strict examinations and evaluation criteria. Especiaiiy, less prepared in English 

and Mathernatics, many examinees have failed to meet the graduation requirements because of these 

two basic subjects, which are required by most majors. 

Students' daferent prior educational attainment has also influenced individual progress. For 

those who aiready have one higher educational degree before the exams, it is quite ükely that a 

second degree is relatively easy to achieve because these students have acquired the ability to study 

in a systernatic manner. For the mjority of students however, the snidy with the HEE is not an esay 

process. Many have fded the e x m  continuously, and have finally dropped out fmstrated.Owing to 

the heterogeneity of the exam participants, the t h e  penod required for an individual student to pass 

the whole set of exams required for a degree varies greatly. According to a survey (Theory 

Cornmittee on China's Adult Education 1994:7) of 4,000 Beijing students, up to 199 1, the shortest 

t h e  span for a short-cycle university degree was one and a hdf yean and the longest eight years. 

Table N.8 presents statistics on the prior educational level of Beijing short-cycle university graduates 
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in Fall, 1996. Among the 2,941 graduates of the terni, only 4 or 0.14 percent had a junior secondary 

schwling as their highest prior ducational achievement 'Ihrough the HEE, two of them earned a 

diploma in Accounang, one in English Langage, and the other in Law. The graduates who 

previously had a short-cycle University education or above compnsed 14.41 percent of the total. The 

majonty or 85.45 percent of the total graduates previously had either a senior general secondary 

schwling or a speciai skill school education. From this data, it seerns safe to say that the onpinal 

academically disadvantaged group is still under represented in the HEE graduates. 

Table IVS. Survey result: prior educationai attainment of Beijing graduates, Fall, 1996 1 ~ i o r  
educationai 

Pcrcentage 1 0.14 96 1 42.95 % 42.50 % 1 14.41 % 1 100 % 1 
Source: Zhnig. Jiyue. Survey on Beijing Higher Educationai Examination Graduates' Statu. Beijing Self- 

junior sec. 
schooling 

Senior generd 
sec. schooling 

Educationd Examination Builitin, 1997,1,6 

Secondly, h m  an official Chinese perspective, al l  who have taken a short-cycle university 

Speciai 
training school 

education and above are regarded as higher education receivers, and are therefore regarded as the 

country's acaâexnic elite. Up to 1996, the state policy had guaranteed short-cycle university degree 

Short-cycle u. 
& above 

holders an equal sdary level and qualiiication for prowtion with that of normal university graduates. 

Total 
gradua tes 

Since it is an arduous expenence to teach oneself through aii the exams, many are satisfied with a 

shortcycle university credential and tend to stop upon completion of this level of study. This &O 

explains the disaepancy between the student volumes for the two levels of exams. With getting a 

credential as the only aim, many examinees aspire no higher than a passing score for each of the exam 

subjects. Workjng adult leamers also oice disadvantages such as a full-tirne job, domestic work, lack 

ofphyscal facilities and systelnatic ckssoom instruction, which make the spare-time study and exam 
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4. Students9 learning abilities 

In this study, the concept of leaming ability is understood as the self-leamers' ability to 

memorize, research, analyse, synthesize and solve academic problerns, as well as to think creatively. 

Much research and rnany reports have beai centred upon these abilities of the HEE examinees. Many 

teachers who have ken involveci in comcting exam papers have found that most examinees are 

accustomd to 1e-g by rote and that they tend to have a weak understanding of basic theones and 

lack the ability to associate theories with the anaiysis of problems as presented. Others also find that 

self-leamers lack logical thinking and synthesizing, and that most examinees demonstrate book 

knowledge remembend from the printed study materials andor transmitted h m  the academic 

assistance teachers. 

In 1990, the examination office of Sichuan Province studied 307 sample exam papes, 

randomly selected arnong qualified work sheets of examinees, which covered 12 subjecu within 8 

specialties. The distribution of scores gained fiom exam questions showed that about 80 percent of 

single choice and blank-filling questions were correctiy answered. The students' performance on 

multiple-choice questions were less weli done. And only less than 25 percent of the sarnple papers 

had achieved a passing score on those questions requiring mative thinking (NSC 1996:259). 

Researchers in Beijing also find that the majority of examinees do not know how to answer 

essay questions properly. Many of hem nUed the answer sheets with tutorial book contents which 

wae emphasized as important by the examination guidelines, or by the academic assistant teachers. 

This mterial was therefon memonzed by hcan by the self-leamers before the exams (Wang 1995). 

In 1991, the Sichuan Foreign Language Mtute teachers who were responsibIe for preparing 
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English Language exam papers conducted research on self-learners language abilities, the main 

concem king whether English language majors who had graduated through the HEE and those from 

regular universities had the same academic quality. After comparative studies and in-depth 

discussions, their fmdings were: the difference between self-taught graduates and regular university 

English majors was mainly their ability to use the language. Although many HEE graduates had 

grasped enough knowledge in the language to meet the official graduation requirements, their 

practical ability in using the language was rather low. [n light of these study results, the teachers 

expressed doubt on the HEE language majors' quaiüication to actualiy perfonn weii in their future 

jobs cornmensurate with their degrees. 

5. Social acceptance of the HEE graduates 

One final concem of student progress is the status and acceptability of what these snidenu 

have achieved through their studies and the exams. 

Surveys (Ren ed. 1990:lSO) done among employers show that the HEE graduates have 

generaily demonstrated a betrer performance in their work than before the study. In the fmt half of 

1988, China TV and Correspondence University of Statistics in Wuhan City had 6 13 graduates 

examine- and certifiai by die Higher Educationai Examinations. To asseu the quali ty and status of 

these graduates, the University sent out questionnaires to their employa later in the same year. 

Among 455 survey results retumed, 73 percent agned that the graduates had gained a strong basic 

knowledge about their speciaIties. 305 or 67 percent believed that the specialties of the students were 

tightly reIated to work. Nimety percent of the employers nweyed found that these graduates picked 

up knowledge fàst but the majority of the employers were aware of their lack of creativity. Only 40 

percent of the survey resdts ranked the research abilities of the graduates as high, dthough 65 
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percent reportexi that these employees were capable of solving practical work problems. According 

to the m e y s  done at the same time among graduates, 7 1 percent reported that their abilities in data 

couecting and reading had greatiy improved, 83.4 percent confirmeci a positive change in their 

individual thinking abilities. 63 percent held that their studies had helped their job performance. 

According to another follow-up survey done in the early 90s on 1,154 HEE graduates in Shandong 

Province, 40.2 percent had ken rewarded by the central or local examination authonties for theû 

profound achievements either during or after the studies. 

No systematic m e y  results are available to show the graduates' change in job status brought 

on by their studies. While, China is a developing country crying out for educated manpower, and 

academic credentials are signifiai, both culRual1y and instituaonally, as an important indicator of 

one's social status and are closely related to job positions. At least in educational theory and 

government policy, the credentials e d  through the external exams and h m  regular universities 

bear the same weight with each other. The HEE credential holders, as regulated by the state's 

policies, are guaranteed an equal qualification with regular university graduates in competitions at 

work for job promotion, salary increases and other matenal benefit 

There have ken  reports of HEE graduates who were promoted after their snidies, due to 

their gwd performance at work and also a mai l  number of graduates have ken admitteci by regular 

universities as master's students. Those who have suryived the tense studies and exams, often in their 

spare tirne, think it is worth the effort. Generally speakhg, the HEE system and its graduates have 

been accepted by the general public as a fom of adult higher education and higher education 

receivers. 

Although no published sources reveal cornplaints fiom the HEE graduates concerning their 
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marnent, individual students do have private cornpiaina about their expenence of difficulties and 

depression brought on by their seexningly Iower educational stahis as compareci with that held by a 

regular univcrsity graduate. In many's eyes, the self-taught graduates an only second class university 

graduates, despite the state's policy on their equal status and treatment in ternis of salary and 

qualification for promotion. This is aiso nue to some extent inside the hllarchy of China's regular 

university system, when graduates h m  prestigeous universities sometimes tend to have a sense of 

superiority over others. The state and the cenaal examinations management, after paying lip service 

by putting equality in the policies and regdations, cannot and will not do anything about this reality 

as long as more graduates continue to be produceci. As m e  in any inovative endeavours from 

traditional practices, it remains a difficult task for self-taught students and educators alike to work 

towards an equd acceptance and recognition among their peers and from the general public as well. 



V. ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE 

The principal ami of the Higher Educational Examinations is to promote home-based and self- 

paced study by self-leamers through a flexible mezhanism. The cmiculurn of state-administered 

examinations is the commanding authority, to which students have to conform. Thus, self-study and 

the state-administered examinations are both necessary and complementary elements of the HEE. 

The general public also generaily associates community-based academic assistance programs 

as the integral third part of the practice of the HEE, in addition to self-study and the state- 

administered exams. At present, roughly 50 percent of the country's total higher educational 

examination participants are studying independently and do not participate in any type of the 

academic assistance prognm offered within the community to help self-leamen prepare to take the 

exams (Theory Cornmittee on China's Adult Education 1994: 88). The other 50 percent of HEE 

students currently taking the exams are attending some kind of foxmal academic assistance program 

geared toward helping the examinees with their snidies. In the first half of 1994, there were 76 

academic assistance agencies of various kinds in Beijing alone, with a regisnation of over 49,000 

students, which were equivalent to 70 percent of the total examinees in that city (Wang 1995). 

As regukted by 'The Provisional Regdations Conceming Higher Education Exarns for Self- 

Taught Students" promulgated by the State Council, higher education credentials obtained through 

self-study and theîr related exams, and through regular Institutes of Higher Leaming are equivalent 

to each other in so far as the educational purpose and the standards of evaluation are concemed. 

Thus, the nquirements of the self-study exarns are high and challenging. Because of varying levels 

of ducational achievemnt before the exams, and without acccss to systematic f o d  aalliing, it is 
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thenfore difficult for the self-taught students to pass al1 the exams nquired by an intended degree 

without coaching assistance. This is especially nue in the fields of naniral sciences and engineexing, 

which require access to laboratones and specid equipment. Therefore, these acadernic assistance 

program, asning at assisting self-taught students in their academic studies, have a vexy important role 

to play. 

1. Prograrns of assistance for self-study students 

As diffaentiated by sponsors of the proogriuns, academic assistance can be recognized within 

three categories: (1) national unified assistance by fields of study, (2) assistance organized by 

Institutes of Higher Leaming, and (3)other various NGO-sponsored programs. 

(1) National unified assistance by fields of study 

National unifed academic assistance is sponsored by those state ministries/departments and 

bureaus who have entrusted the HEE to oEer certain specialties requinxi by their respective fields. 

For example, in 1985, the State Bureau of Statistics, who requested the HEE to offer exams in the 

major of Statistics, organized a National TV Correspondence School of Statistics. This school is 

headquartered in Beijing and has set up 36 subsidiary branches at ail provincial and municipal level 

bureaus With no budget h m  the govenunent, no specific infrastructure of school buildings, and no 

pemianent teachers, the School has created a nation wide learning system for China's employees in 

the statistics field by making fidi use of existing expertise and physical resources in terms of the 

interna1 executive management, local school buildings and intellectuals, regular school teachers, and 

other bureau matenals. PaRicipating students have been around 200,000 on a yearly basis, a l l  of 

whom art snidying part-- Study groups are formed according to varied circumstances, either by 

work units or by geographic localities. One local cadre or a participathg student is elected as the 
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administrative person in charge of each group's acadernic activities. Throughout the w hole country, 

around 3,000 people are serving as teachers or staff with the School. The working staff to student 

ratio is 1:70. Teaching fàciiities and face-to-face assistance are available at the local school buildings 

borrowed or Ieased From regular educationai institutions. Four years after the School was 

estabüshed, by the end of 1989, over 5,600,000 copies of printed materials had been published, over 

700,000 audio tapes and 120,000 video tapes had ken  circulated. Tutorial TV prograrns had also 

been produced for sorne core courses and broadcast through the TV educational channel to the 

targeted audience al1 over the country (Theory Comrnittee on China's Adult Education 1994:89). 

The State Pricing Bureau has also set up a National Self-Learning Correspondence Institute 

for Pricing. Subsidiary institutes and work stations are located in many cities. Video-taped teaching 

programs are prepared in Statistics, Accounting and Advanced Mathematics. Fu1 and part time 

working staff number about 500 people throughout the country. Another national level 

correspondence school, the National Law Training Center has been established by the Judicial 

Department. Short-cycle university level assistance is offered to aiI employees of the Judicial 

Department and its various branches through comspondence teaching materials and local assistance 

centers. 

(2) Assistance offered by Institutes of Higher Leamhg 

According to a recent survey (NSC 1996: l89), 12 percent of di registered academic 

assistance prograrns are sponsored by and nin inside regular Institutes of Higher Leaniing. When 

these extemal prograns are cornbined with those sponsored by adult universities (as defined on page 

13) , the figure cornes to roughiy 17 percent. Many other regular as weli as adult univenities are more 

or les mMlved in the assistance to self-leamers. In big cities where regular univenitks are demely 
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bcated, m y  full thne assistance programs have been estabiished to enrol HEE students. The existing 

Wties, teachm, classooms and other educational resources of the universities are available for the 

use of those who are attending these part-time or full-time programs. 

(3) Various NGO-sponsored assistance programs 

In December 1982, shonly after the system of the state-administered higher education 

examinations for self-taught students was established on a trial b i s ,  a new Constitution of the 

People's Republic of China was adopted at the Fifrh Session of the Fifth National People's Congress. 

Article 19 of this Constitution provides that: ". . . The state encourages the collective economic 

organizations, state enterprises and institutions and other sectors of society to establish educational 

institutions of various types in accordance with the law . . . ". 

One category of Mtim systematic leamhg program an NGOsponsored universities which 

are very popular with young people who are without a job and with those college entrance exam 

faims who wish to further their education through self-study. During the mid-1980s that followed 

the promulgation of Article 19, the initial stage for the development of NGO-sponsored higher 

educationd institutes was established. At first, they catered mainly to the needs of adults preparing 

for sitting the state-admhkered higher educationd examinations. With the rapid evolution of these 

institutes, some of them gradually extended their services by offering programs similar to those of 

regular Institutes of Higher M g .  By 1994, there were over 800 NGO-sponsored colleges (China 

National inaitute of Educationai Research 1995:7), which acnially g n w  to become an integral part 

of the higher education system of the country. Since only 14 of these colleges have been authorized 

by the S tate Education Cornmûsion to grant snidents the highcr education diploma in their own 

name, the majority of them are still only used by many self-taught students as a m a s  of preparing 
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for the state-administered examinations. 

Besides NGO-sponsored universities, and as a by-product of the self-taught examination 

system, other NGO-sponsored assistance programs have appeared. These anciliary NGO programs 

have mushroomed with the development of the exam system through an increase in the number of 

exam subjects offered. These programs are organized by various public academic departments, 

working units, rnass organizations, leamed societies and individual citizens and take the form of radio 

andlor television broadcasts, conespondence, and face-to-face tutonal classes. The duration of study 

and sale of the programs vary greatly. The basic statistics on types of prograrns and their respective 

numbers of enroilees in Beijing area in 1987 are shown in Table V. 1. 

Table V.1. NGO-sponsored academic assistance program enroliees in Beÿing, 1987 

t 

Individual 9 10 3,150 430 4,490 
I 

Total 7,100 1,560 4,650 10,580 23,890 
*Source: Ren, Fuchang ed. Ten Years of Development in Higher Educational Examinations for Seif-Taught 
Students. Beijing: Economics Science Press, 1990: 144 

In 1987, there were 48,548 examuiees in Beijing, arnong whom 23,890 or 49.2 percent 

participated in some form of academic assistance programs (Ren ed. 1990: 145). More programs 

were established in the 1990s. In 1994, in the city of Beijing aione, a total of 51 NGO-sponsored 

assistance units were serving 32,970 students, accounting for 47 percent of the city's total examinee 



in that year (Wang 1995). 

AU the programs and schools are under the leadership of cenwl or local educational executive 

depamnents. Newly-opened schools and programs have to qualify as to their purpose and plan of 

operation, their expenditure sources, and the availability of their facilities teachers and staff. 

Advertisements for enrohg students rnust be approved by the local woricing office in charge of the 

exams. Although the HEE administration does not have a central institution offering a single 

rnethodology and a unifïed tuition, with the practice of nurnerous academic assistance prognuns under 

the guidance of the common examinations management, the HEE has created a large =ale unique 

learning environment open to al1 China's post-secondary adult leamers. 

2. Media, methods and teaching staf'f 

The HEE academic assistance prograxns feature great variety in their media offenngs as well 

as the methods of conducting tuition and program assistance to the self-taught examinees. Unlike the 

British Open University, which has a cenaalizcd dehery system to offer mition to its students rnainly 

in a correspondence mode, the HEE management does not actually have a tuition delivery service. 

The educational goal of the HEE is supposed to be achieved through sektudy, aided by the 

corinmuuty--based academk assistance and under the comrnon direction of the national or provincial 

exitmination syllabi. 

Different programs and schools employ various teaching methods and media The main form 

of assistance available in medium-sized and big cities is spare-rime face-to-face tutonal classes. The 

duration of these classes varies. A long t m  night schwl might last two to four years, while many 

single course programs take 40 to 80 tuition hours per course, and a pre-exam "crash" course only 
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takes severai days to half a month, during which the teacher just sums up the main points of the 

leaming matenals. According to a randorn survey conducted in 10 provinces in the middle part of 

China in 1995,62 percent of the assistance receiving students in these areas are attending spare-time 

face-to-face courses (NSC 1996: 190). 

In the past three or four years, in addition to NGO-univatities, many full time assistance 

programs appeared, aimd at offaing a systematic higher education to those who can afford the time 

and funds for fuBtime study but who are unable to study within a diplorna awarding institution. 

These programs are usually two to four years in length and their courses are usuaily designed 

according to the exam subjects currently offered. 

Tuirion through comspondence, the most traditional educational method, is also employed 

by somt of the HEE assistance programs. In this case, the academic contact between students and 

teachers is estabiished through the mail, and through penodic face-to-face assistance ananged in local 

study centers. V i  and audio tapes are widely used where face-to-face teachers are rarely available, 

especidiy in small towns and remote areas. 

As one aspect of the national educational provision, the HEE academic assistance requires 

large numbers of teachers, who are involved in various ways in the teaching of students. Regular 

universities have provided the main source of the HEE teachers. A smail number of professors are 

involved in the preparation of study books, audio and video tapes, and the training of other teachers. 

The majority of the teaching staff in the HEE programs are employed h m  regular universkies as 

HEE contract teachers. Their pay scale is often associated both with the pass rate of their students 

for the subject they have taught, and with the snidents' evaluation of the teacher after the course. 
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Afier a long association, some schools have established permanent contracts with popular teachers. 

University teachers, on the other hanci, are also attracted to the spare-tirne teaching work. In small 

towns and remote counaysde ams. outstanding HEE students and local high school teachers often 

oke the rrsponsibility of teaching other students in local study groups. 

3. Functions and characteristics 

Academic assistance is often regarded as one of the three essential aspects of the HEE system 

together with the state-administered examinations and the students' self-study. However. academic 

assistance is not stn~cnirally an essential part of the exarn system, because the HEE is principally 

established as a management system to only adrninister exams and gant degrees to self-taught 

students who show the qualification through these exams, with or without the aid of any assistance 

programs. Academîc assistance has, however, evolved as a very important adjunct to the developmen t 

of the HEE educational system and is integral to its overall quality. These programs can be viewed 

frorn three func tional aspects. 

FirstIy, research shows that academic assistance programs have helped to raise the study 

results of snidents. An anaiysis conducted in the Spring of 1989 was made of 17 subject exams in 

Shanghai's four administering institutes (Theory Cornmittee on China's Adult Education l994:g 1). 

Table V.2 shows the comparison between qualification rates of the examinees who have never 

panicipated in any kind of assistance program and those who selectively chose to enter some kind 

of program. The totaüy self-educated students (without assistance) demonstrateci a relatively worse 

performance in al1 the 17 subjects of the exams. 



Table V2. Cornparison between performance of examinees with or  without assistance 

Persons with assistance Persons w ithou t assis tance 

To ta1 Pass Rate (Sb) 

53 23 43.4 

Total Pus Raie (96) 

63 10 16 

Subject 

- - 

Finance & Management 

Qudity Management 

Testhg Technique 

Electrical Engineering 

hternational Law 

China's LegaI System Shidies 

Poli tical Economy 

Kerbal Medicine 

Mean qualification rate 
; Adult Self-Educational Beijing: 

Educationai Science Press, 1994, page 9 1 

In a pure seif-Ieaming process, students cannot get immediate feedback fiom the instructor 

or the other students as they can in the classoom environment, nor do they enjoy a mutual contact 

as they do thmugh comspondence education. T'us, the self-leaming adult faces greater diffculties 



than university-based students in deaiing with their studies, especiaily when their understanding of 

the subject is stuck or is in danger of going astray. The various academic assistance programs, by 

backing up the self-leaming process with face-to-face teaching, correspondence tuition, audio-video 

teaching etc., have helped to up this missing Link between teaching and learning. The wide 

cüversity of media and methods used in the assistance programs offers a great variety of choices for 

individual students with various backgrounds to choose in gemng the help which is suitable for them 

Many long tm program, by empIoybg teschers h m  regular universities and by making use of the 

existing university facilities, have tried to offer the self-taught students a leaming environment as 

close as possible to that of a fùil h e  regular university education. Educational resowces from 

various aspects of the cornmunity have been used to their largest potential in the HEE acadernic 

assistance programs and a i l  these endeavours have effectively facilitated the self-learning process of 

students. Table V.2 also shows a considerable variation in the pass rate by subject. This might be 

reflective of the teaching methods used in different programs. It might also be a result of the nature 

of courses, since some courses might be easier for self-study. This topic could be wonhwhiie lwking 

into in the future research on the HEE system. 

Secondly, the assistance programs offered in certain fields requKed by the work force have 

also raised the general skill level and expertise of the nation's employees. For example, when the 

National TV Correspondence School of Statistics was established in March of 1985,310,000 or one 

sixth of China's statistical employees were registered. Five years later, by the end of 1990, a 

cumulative total of 2,4ûO,ûûû subjects had been taken by short-cycle univenity level self-education 

examinees. More than 80,000 students obtained their shortcycle university graduate degree. The 
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numbn of self-study graduates was qua1 to four tims the total univers@ graduates (including short- 

cycle universities) in the same field during the entire 30 years following liberation. According to an 

extensive survey conducted by the organizing agency, the working units were satisfied by the 

performance of the majority of these graduates (Ren ed. 1990:145). 

The ihird bction of the assistance programs is that of promoting the policies and practices 

of the self-taught examinations to the general public through the activities of advertising, enrolling 

students and other organizing and academic functions. Also, through these activities, the contacts 

between self-taught students and assishg teachea, as well as between students themselves, have 

been strengthened. That the exams have grown in volume to today's large numbers in such a short 

tirne is pady  due to the assistance programs. 

4. Pro blems and limitations 

Community-based academic assistance, as one important aspect of the HEE system, has 

greatly contributeci to the rapid development of the examinations system and the enhancement of 

students' seE1earning over the past 10 years. However, many probiems and limitations which 

apparentiy elast in the practice of the various assistance programs are threatening the very essence 

of the HEE system, the quaiity of the studies and the accountability of graduates. 

Fit of dl, in order to attract future students. most assistance sponsors see raising the pass 

rate of their students as the guiding principle in running the programs. Aithough to enhance students' 

performance in the exams is not the sole and utmost aim of the HEE academic assistance, a higher 

p a s  rate k no doubt the wish of students, assistance program sponsors. as well as exam organizers. 

Naniraly, the student pas rate has also become the most outstanding factor in the evaluation of any 



specific assistance schwl or program. 

Secondly, seeking a better exam performance, many assistance programs associate the 

teachers' pay scale with the pass rate of their students in the exam which the course is geared to. 

Under the pressure hught  on by the pas rate requirement, the assistance teachen have to base their 

teaching &y on the exam-oriented contents and the question answenng techniques at the cost of 

overall subject comprehension and creative teaching methods. Experienced teachers have carefdly 

snidied the exam guidebooks and are fully aware of the trend of examination questions. Rior to each 

exyn session, aimost ail assistance courses, especially those "crash" ones, are devoted to insmicting 

students on important learning points, possible questions, and simulation exarn exercises. The self- 

Ieaming ability and the systematic overview of the course materials are overlwked. These exam 

focused practices have virtually turned many pmgrams into an exam passing assistance rather than 

academic assistance. 

In order to maintain the accountability of exam results, the HEE administration caries out 

acadetnic assistance policies in orda to protect the secrecy of exam infornation The central principle 

of these policies is that no one individual or organization should serve in both academic assistance 

and exafltrelated work in the same time period. Inside the central examinations working office, the 

papa preparation deparmrnt, the exam executive depamnent and the academic assistance guidance 

department are strictly separateci with respect to their spenfic duties. Exam working offices on all 

bels  cannot sponsor or organize any type of academic assistance programs, nor can they circulate 

materials geared to pre-exam preparation. Exam working office staff and teachers involved in the 

p r e p d o n  of exam papers are not permitted to be simultaneously employed by an academic 
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assistance prognvn Exam admiristering institutes do not sponsor or organize any assistance program 

in their respective fields. In practice, however, these policy ideals are far form king My 

implemented. 

In the wake of the individual profit mtive fostered by the econornic reform toward a market 

economy, many NGO-sponsored HEE assistance programs have put monetary profit ahead of dl 

other considerations in their 'Yeaching" efforts. As a result, many practices nin totally counter to the 

original objective of academic assistance, w k h  was to help raise the academic quality of self-leaming 

students. Cheating and violation of policies have bacorne an important problem requiring imrnediate 

attention. Exaggerated statements are put into the pmgram advertisements, and open fights over 

prospective students between program sponsors are often seen. Teachers in charge of preparation of 

exam papers are sometimes sought after by the assistance programs. What is more blatant is the 

cooperative nlationships that have ken established between some program organizers and exam 

administering institutes, based on the sharing of profits gained fiom students' tuition (Xiao & Zhao 

199357-58). 

Studies of ment years' exam answer sheets show that snidents' answers to most of the essay 

questions refiect leaming by rote (MC 1996258). S w e y s  also show that students now spend much 

less time on reading course books than they did in the 1980s (Wang 1995). Instead, bey atrach a 

m c h  greater importance to attending academic assistance programî and to reading exam guidebooks. 

After about ten yean of teaching, a s m d  number of teachers seem to have leamed the tcicks of 

guessing upcoming exam questions beforehand and then they are able to offer their students this most 

valuable assistance on probable questions and their answers right before the exam sessions. MYiy 
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others, although not king able to guess the exam questions effectively, cm at least direct students 

into ieaming the moa important paris by rote. According to a Beijing examine, as long as one listens 

to the teachers carefully and works hard, it is not dimcult to get a pass (Wang 1995). The trend is 

that examinees an more and more dependent on academic assistance programs in their studies, since 

the exam process is still dificult for the majority of students. Although in recent years the average 

pre-exam educational attainrnent level is rising, many students are still rather pwrly prepared to study 

on their own (Wang 1995). 

The HEE management, having realized the rnany problems with the academic assistance 

programs, seem impotent to curb these test-onented practices. Aiiegedly, the executive management 

of the HEE ai aU levels should be strengthened, education and training should be given to the 

assistance program organizers and teachers to guarantee uniform practices, and the teaching should 

be under suict regdations and meillance. However, since thne is no effective means of surveillance 

and punishment in face of the large variety of assistance programs among the huge population 

involved, the same practices continue. In the city of Shanghai, the oniy examination municipality 

without an executive office, dl exam-related work and academic assistance service are the 

responsibilities of severai designated admhktering Institutes of Higher Leaniing, the secrecy of exam 

questions befon exams are more problematic. 

Since many educational aspects, such as systematic instruction, assignments and instructor's 

fdback, classoom discussion, and interval q-s are dssing in many HEE academic assistance 

programs, exam scores becorne the single absolute factor on which a judgement of study results and 

students qualification for graduation can be based. The accountability of this judgement is greatly 
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compromised when the exam results themselves have become problernatic. What Mght also be 

shaken is the basic rationale of the state-administered examinations, namely, to offcr an educational 

form whkh promotes lcaming among the nation's adula through the motivation of exams When the 

passing of exans has becorne the sole purpose of learning, as is widely encouraged by some current 

academic assistance practices, the original educational rationale of the examinations is king 

threatened. 

m e r  problems and limitations of the academic assistance concern the unique nature of the 

HEE system itself. One important difference between a regular university education and that of the 

HEE lies in the systematic relationship between personal teaching and leming. In regular Institutes 

of Higher Learning, students learn under the systematic close insmiction and inspection ftom 

teachers. Teaching and leaming are closely related to each other, with teaching as the core. The 

campus-baseci Iearning process is also backed up by the readily available resources of libraries, labs, 

fbcitities, as wel as help from other students. In the HEE acadernic assistance, however, teaching is 

relatively separate from, and by design not instrumental to, the learning process. With limited 

academk interaction between teachers and students, which is m e  in many HEE academic assistance 

programs, one-way knowledge transmission often becomes the only link within the learning 

processes, with the possible exception of sanie relatively systemic long-tem face-teface tuition, and 

some correspondence programs, where a two-way communication is possible through the maiL 

Although aiming at giWig the examinee a higher education quivalent to that of a regular 

University, many conventional educational components are missing in the HEE system and its related 

academic assistance. In the face-to-face ~ t o r i d  programs offered in medium sized and big cities, 
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large nu& of shidents are often seen crowded in big classrooms, listening to the instruction and 

taking notes. The teachen do not give systematic instruction on the whole course matenals, nor do 

bey require or correct assignments, not even to mention classroorn discussion. Due to variation in 

age, occupation, ducational background, the conditions and time schedule under which they have 

to study, the large number of studenu in one classrwm definitely have only one cornmon factor to 

share, which is they are the receivea of the same exarn-related knowledge transmission. This king 

the case, it seerns safe to say that snidents might receive littie help h m  many academic assistance 

programs in so far as non-exam orienteà academic ability is concerne& even if they might obtain a 

satisfying exarn score. 

In recent years, large numbers of high schwl leavers who failed the College Entrance 

Examinations have joined the HEE. Generally speaking, this part of the HEE student population is 

not educationally well prepared for self-directeci leaming at the university level. Besides, having ken 

refused entry into a regular univenity, these studenu might eady get an infenority complex when 

they compare themselves educationally with their university peers. They also have often developed 

a passive attitude toward academic responsibilities, which greatly discourages their studies within the 

HEE system To many of them, a mere pass score in every required exam is the highest aspiration. 

The present exarn-onented academic assistance, coincides exactly with the low achievement 

aspirations of many of these midents, instead of trying to cultivate their self-leaming motivation and 

ability. The 1earning problems of these large numbers of young high school leaven remah a great 

challenge for the HEE workers and teachers. 

Much has been discussed on the drawbacks and limitations of the HEE academic assistance 
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programs. While, for the other half of the HEE students who, due to various reasons, cannot join any 

of the acaderrric assistance programs, learning is more difficult and chdenging. Lacking an efficient 

study method and outside assistance, many students fail time and again in the exams and findy drop 

out after years of study effort in vain, which is a waste of individual time and resources. To help these 

students who are totally educating themselves, the HEE management has the slogan of "sending a 

school to every self-learning student". However, since most of China's regular universities lirnit the 

use of campus ikiüties and libraries only to their own campus-based students, self-learning students' 

access to educational resources is vny limited. It's even more limited for the many addu who carmot 

attend any class-room assistance. In the vast countryside mas, where no regular universities are 

located and where communication is hampaed the delivery of tuition is even more problematic. The 

distance between a slogan and the reality remains a great challenge faced by the HEE systea 



VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The ermrgence of the Higher Educational Examinations for Self-Taught Students (HEE) in 

the early 1980s and its rapid development cm be explained within China's deep-rooted social, 

economic and cultural factors. Fmtly, the HEE was initiated at a dme when China's available talent 

and those king produced at regular universities fell far short of the numencal demands of the work 

force at the beginning of the pst-Cultural Revolution reformera. China's economy kgan to develop 

at a fast Pace &ter the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Centrai Cornmittee of the CCP. in Decemkr, 

1978, when the conrmitnxnt of rapid economic development in accord with the four modernizations 

was made. The whole nation realized that the key to success in this phase of China's socialist 

construction was the availability of educated personnel. Large numbers of educated manpower were 

needed in the fast-developing prionty sectors of the society and the whole nation's workforce needed 

to upgrade its education. In the face of this senous Iack of qualified personnel, the need to develop 

higher education was urgent. This manpower need was compounded by serious shorrages of teachers, 

school buildings and Iaboratory facilities. Devastated by the economic reversais brought on by the 

Cultural Revolution, as weli as its stage of development, the country did not have enough money to 

put into education. 

Secondly, many people already in the workforce, and those secondary school leavers were 

eager to fusther their education. Around the beginning of the 1980s. only less than ten percent of the 

annual secondary school graduates were able to go on for a higher education, due to space 

Limitations. The majority of young school leavers neither had any practical SM for working in 

mdusny, nor did they have an opportltnity to M e r  their education. In this situation, the HEE was 
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welcomed with great enthusiasm by these students and their parents. 

Thadly, the HEE has ken, from the beginning, a talent selection system based on extemal 

exams, aiming at meamring self-lemers' acadernic achievement in order to qualify for a degree. Its 

theoretical and social roots, and hence its popular acceptance, can be found in the hperial C i d  

Service Examinations in ancient China, an offrial selection system based on multi-level examinations, 

mainly in the Conhician classics, on a national scale. In modem China, rathcr than taking 

examinations to become Imperia1 oficials, the yearly College Entrance Examination failuns and 

many other aduits take the Higher Educational Examinations as an alternative avenue to advancement 

in the employment market, as weU as generai social acceptance. The social advancemeni value in 

examinations and the social credentials they may bring, an attitude which has prevailed h m  feudal 

tirna, rernains mon or less the sarne among the modem Chinese population. The establishment of 

the HEE has responded to the social and economic demand for an inmase in the educational 

standard of the workforce and people's need for a higher educationai credential. Educational 

egalitarianism, although always ideologicaily cherished in modern China's educationai policies, was 

not a main concem in the establishment of this examination systea 

In China's campus-based University education system, moa of the tests and exams given today 

by various educational prograrns and institutions are prepared and evaluated by individual teachers 

in charge of their individual course instruction. The universal acceptance of these regular University 

test results is therefore questionable since there is iittle comparability between tesa given by different 

teachers or at difTerent schools. The prestige of a regular university degree is, therefore, dependent 

on the national acceptance of the university itself. The HEE, however, is a state-administered 

examinarions system, whose authonty is guaranteed in the legai provisions promulgated by the State 
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Council and whose graduation papers are, therefore, readily acknowledged by employas. The thne- 

tired national structure of the HEE administration system has ken well established in China's 30 

provinces and municipalities, and extended to include Hongkong and Macau. Unified national and 

provincial question banks have been established. The unified academic credit policy offers a universal 

national standard of evaiuation of students' achievement* 

The HEE system pragniaticatly responded to the need of promtuig education within a limitexi 

state budget A relatively nnall public budgetary expendim is spent on the HEE system, and this 

complementary tertiary national educational system is probably run under the most publicly hga l  

mans. Since the state established an administrative structure only to give exams, offer degrees and 

conduct exam research, the expenditure of running the HEE system is significantly lower than that 

of financing campus- based higher educatioa 

Money spent by individuals for exam registrations, tuition, and study matenals, and that 

Uivested by the cornmunity in running the assistance programs, has formed the major portion of the 

financing. Different sectors of the workforce also complement the small direct public financing of the 

HEE by largely contributing their own non-state educational resources and expenditures into 

supporthg the exams and the exam-related assistance programs. When the HEE academic assistance 

is given, the alnady existing capacity is used to its maximum. The existing school buildings, the 

available facilities and h i e s  in schools and work places, the university professors and teachers are 

put to use by the HEE leamers and assistance givers. Thus, the scattered educationd resources are 

reorganized into a new and unique education form, a higher education system based on extemal 

leaming and national exams. As compared with that ofregular universities, the govemment saves a 

lot of money in graduating an HEE student, because money required by students' housing, formal 



educational inkastructures and special facilities at reg& campuses are not necessary. 

On the HEE students' part, the pnvate expenses on exams and the nlated snidies are 

compatatvely bw. For about haif of the HEE students who do not attend any fee-paying assistance 

programs, necessary fees for exam registrations and books are almost negligible. The assistance 

program attenden also have a variety of choices in getting acadernic help with various fees. Since 

regular universities began to claim full mition fees from their students after the mid-1980s, fees as 

needed by the HEE long t e m  assistance programs are even lower and, therefore, make a university 

degree more generally accessible. Besides, the HEE system has offered China's work force an 

opponunity to leam without having to be away h m  their jobs, which is financially effective and 

suitable for both individuais and their work places as weU. 

The HEE authority promulgates that HEE curriculum development should be based on the 

employment market needs and/or the -c requests kom the worlcplace, instead of replica~g the 

available regular university offnings. This demand is parEally realized by the flexible n a m  of the 

HEE design of new exams in terms of the relatively short lead rime involved By 1996, the HEE 

offenngs amounted to 240 shortcycle and nomai university specialities, with over 1,000 subjects 

availa ble. 

The basic pattern of public courses, foundation courses and speaalty courses, however, still 

Eills in line with those required by regular universities. Although students cm choose majors freely, 

their choice of exam subjects within each chosen major is Iimited oniy to specialty courses, which 

accow for only 20 percent of the course Ioad. Choice is more limited in some provinces, where the 

variety of HEE majors is small, since the development of programs is uneveniy distributed among 

regions. 
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There can be no doubt at al1 that the HEE offers the most open education system in China, 

so far as provision of degree specialties and exams is concemed. The existence of the system has 

eased the high pressure of competition for regular university entry, since it has given another choice 

to rnany who were, or are, not satisfied with their attained educational background andor 

occupational situation. Before the HEE, al1 forms of higher education, comspondence education 

included, were restricted by some sort of exams and prerequisites. Theoreticdly with the HEE, 

however, any member of society who wants to get a university degree has equal access to higher 

Icamkig. The theory of a life-long education for everybody in the society has been embodied in this 

national sale educational innovation because the HEE students cover Waiaily al l  social categorks 

diMded by age cohon, sex, occupation, social status, educational background and residential area 

The concept of "openness" (of access and entry), however, has to be undentood within a 

context that indisduai adults have the nght to education and societies have an obligation to provide 

educational opportunities (Neil ed. 1981: 37). In the HEE's case, total open entry does not guarantee 

equal access to the examinations, nor to the educational nsources. Rural peasants, the largest 

population group in China for example, are only slightly represented in the HEE's student 

composition H a h g  reahzed this restriction for rurai peasants, some researchers have suggested that 

the countryside could become a large source of future HEE students, but many dificuities and 

barners reniain. F d y ,  peasants have little motivation to study for a higher educational degree, since 

the present economk situation allows the pwrly educated peasants to get nch through hard manual 

work. Some may have the aspiration to get into a regular university in order to stay in citia after 

graduation. Since a degree m u g h  self-studies can not bnng them an urban resîaence ID, the HEE 

does not have the same attraction as reguiar universities do among the rurai population. Secondly, 
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so far, no HEE examination centres or working offices have been extended beyond the county level, 

so that it is extremely diffinilt for people in the rural villages and towns to get exam information and 

study matenais, or to take exams. The urban-based academic assistance programs and their 

advertisements, the user fee policies of these programs based on quality and duration, the lack of 

attention paid to the educationally les  well-prepand students, etc., make it more difficult for the 

originally disadvaataged people to succeed in this system 

Thcontically, the total open entry of students does not necessariiy mean an undennining of 

the quality of the exam passes. Right from the beginning, the HEE policies prornulgated that 

credentials gained through self-study and the related extemal exams should be quivalent to those 

h m  regular colleges and universities, judged by the same educational purpose and the standards of 

evaluation To set a proper standard of exam papea, unifed national and provincial question banks 

have ken established. Seeking innovation in its course offerings, the system does not replicate the 

m a .  or curricuia nadiiy available in regular universities, but the standard of learning, the course 

load, and required courses for c;imilar majors remain the same. Although the HEE participants are 

apparently offered a very lenient entry, they are then required to endure hard work and tough exams 

for academic survival and succes. The graduates, however, owing to theu different pnor educational 

attainment and inWual capaWes, vary in their ability to ded with academic snidies and in solving 

actual pmblems. 

The roughly 5-7 percent yearly graduation rate at the registered shortcycle courses level 

(yearly graduate versus yearly registrants) shows an astonishing contrast with the yearly graduation 

rate of 99- 100 percent of all ngular universities in China Without adequate leaming methods or 

SuffiCient academic aid, many students, the majority of whorn were already ill-prepared in their 
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academic studies, end up dropping out after successive failures in exams. The CO~MUOUS low pass 

rate and completion rate have generated ambivalent opinions h m  educators and the general public. 

Some take pnde in the saictness of these examinations, ngarding the low graduation rate as the 

indication of the trustworthiness of the examinations and the high quality of the HEE graduates. 

Others, however, associate the high drop-out with open entry, which they believe is inappropriate. 

The basic irony remains that those educationally less-prepared studenu are expected to leam 

independen tl y. 

To correct the low exam pas rate and graduation rate has always been the grave concem and 

the constant task of the HEE cenaal, as well as provincial-level, managemenu. The examination 

authonties' efforts ai raising the pass rate of cenain subjects often led to changes in the subject 

exmination plan, and alterations in the ~lated study books. The fkequent changes make life difficult 

for both the academic assistance teachers and those students who need to retake certain subjects. 

Trying to stay inforxned of changes in the exam plans and to get the newly revised guide book at 

short notice has presented Wiculties for examinees. Although more students with a relatively high 

prior educationai attainment, such as second degree earners, are joinhg the HEE and, although many 

assistance programs regardeci as of high quality are available today, there does not seem to be any 

obvious inmase in the students' course exam pass rate over the years. It seems safe to say that the 

HEE student population is not short of exam instrumentalists, as is aiso nue in other aspects of 

China's educational system. 

Established at the beginning of a dynamic economic refom, the HEE examinations have 

aihwed individuals and the community to becorne widely involved with this leaming system. After 

the examinations were initiated, the innovators were soon to find that various academic assistance 
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course$ prognurs and schwls appeared and mushroomed in the exam pilot localities on a fee paying 

basis. As early as 1983, the HEE organizen realized that a unique educational link was formed 

between self-study and state-administered examinations. By offering the exams, as weîi as guiding 

and monitoring academic assistance programs brought on by these exams, the HEE has stimulated 

learning and academic teaching centrexi around the examinations among the generd public. Just as 

what the HEE Rovisionai Reguiations have put as one of its main tasks, the whole system is not only 

to "select" but "to produce and select socialist ralent". 

In addition to snidenu's self-snidies, the educational function of the HEE is largely redized 

by the academic assistance within the community. Contemporary urban China is booming with 

numerous acadernic programs and schools run by different sectors of the work force, public 

universities, societies, and individu&. Stimulated by the HEE, NGO-sponsored universities came into 

king and expanded to its present scale of more than 800 in number. Various delivery methods are 

king employed, including T V M o  broadcasting, correspondence and face-to-face teaching. A huge 

part of the urban population is involved in this national leaming environment. Virtualiy speaking, the 

HEE assistance has pemieated every walk of Chinas' urban society. 

Pubiished sources Vary in their appreciation of how weli assistance programs are functioning. 

Many applaud that the HEE presentiy has a highiy positive system of academic assistance, others are 

mre cntical by saying that illegal practices are out of conml of the HEE administration. Much more 

empiricd nsearch needs to be done in this area. PmbIems associated with the HEE academic 

assistance of the effort at raising the pass rate, as discussed in Section V, could be a way of 

reinforcing within the public the perception of HEE graduates as second rate university graduates. 

Whether or not any acmal individual graduate h m  the HEE or nom a reguiar university are equal 
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in understanding and educational quality is st i i i  an open question, not only because of the insufficient 

empirical research, but aiso the social construct of difference between the two systems. No doubt, 

there is much rmm for improvement, as well as further research, on the HEE acadernic assistance 

Pwrams* 

Suggestions for future improvements and research 

Aithough the exminations still draw tnany participants nowadays, the HEE has to constantly 

face the challenges of raising the pass/graduation rate, attracting fume students, and at the same time 

keeping the examination academic quality high There might be two extreme scenarios concerning 

the nurnber of future examinees. Fit, if the HEE significantly raised the exam pass rate by reducing 

the evaluation standard so as to ataact more students, the intentional dilution of academic standards 

will eventuaiiy lead to an undemiinhg of the value of the HEE credentid and end in the self- 

destruction of the system. Second, if the HEE kept the present strict examination practice and 

continued to ignore the high drop-out rate, more and more students would be detemd by the 

examhations, and the HEE would eventuaily end up losing many participants. To avoid both of these 

extremes and to work out an efficient, as weil as feasible, hitue development plan are the immediate 

challenges with which the system's workers and researchers have to contend. 

Certain problerns need to be addressed. Fist of ali, the HEE was intended to be operated on 

a nadonal basis. The system has so far fail#l to live up to this cornmiment as it is largely urban-based 

and presently only around 1 percent of the student population are peasants living in rurai China. How 

to extend the present urban-based HEE examinations to the vast rurai areas represents a huge 

challenge to the fume development of the system. Some researchers (NSC 1996: 350; Ren 

1990:174) have suggested that the HEE publicity campaigns, aimeci at drawing more young people 
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h m  the rurai countryside, need to be launched, and policies be adopted to attract this population. 

Test examples have aiready been conducted In ordu to encourage young peasants to take the exams, 

the Jiigsu provinciai government has guaranteed that peasants who can earn a short-cycle university 

degree and above cm get an urban dweiler's ID, the passport to urban-based employment. 

An urban dweUer's ID might be a great attraction for young peasants to leam, but the 

econornic development of the niral countryside also requins local expertise and technology. The 

educational standard, the level of technology and management of the local rural cadres need to be 

raîsed. With the development of the market economy in the countryside, large numbers of peasants 

are moving into s e ~ c e  sectors, many of whom go to nearby towns and cities to seek employment. 

To enhance the management abity of nual cadres and the employable skills of peasants, HEE 

Speciaity areas need to be added in Agro-economics, Rural Enterprise Management, Public Health, 

Environment etc. to cater to the needs of mal areas. 

On the one han& it is true that without raising the educational standard of the vast population 

in the countryside, there will not be a sigdimt rise m the overd educational quaiifkation of China's 

adults. On the other, one of the consequences of pulling in large numbers of peasants to take the 

exams might be an even higher drop-out rate, since mai examinees are often educationally ill- 

prepared for studying at a higher educational level, due to the uneven urban-rurai distribution of 

scarce resources. Funher research is indicated in regard to the specialty offerings, educational 

deliveries, the financing of studies, and spccialized remedial academic assistance policies which rnight 

be required to suit the spenal Circumstances in the niral countryside. 

The rural targeted specialty design for the HEE can be made more suitable to the rural 

standards of attainment by broadening the focus h m  academic degree programs to emphasize 
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tertiary vocationai training. Investigative exam plans cm be designed to test students for vocational 

carificates or diplornas within certain lines of study, as r r q u i .  by local niral employment market 

needs, emphasizing rural economic and social development. 

In addressing the lack of the educational delivery and nsources in the countryside, special 

academic assistance programs geared to Mal leamers can be investigated, CO-sponsored by local W 

ducational channels, exam-administering institutes, and overseen by the provincial exam 

administrations. A more rural-based exam office might be set up under the provincial examination 

cornminees if need be. This coufd be pioneered, for example, by offenng academic assistance of a 

one-way specific tutoial program broadcast on the local TV educational channel, while paralel 

conespondence teaching assistance is offered by the local exam administering institute to offer two- 

way academic contact between rural students and university teachen. At the same time, more 

comunity education centres cm be set up in the densely populated rurd townships and areas. In 

these rural education centres, teachers and other facilities such as TV sets, videos, books could be 

made more available. Training courses codd be gnwi to nual teachers by regular universities in order 

to strengthen the academic assistance in the nual countryside. 

The hiture lifeline of the HEE remains how to M e r  develop and readjust the program 

offerings. The downfd of the Imperid Civil Service Examinations had a lot to do with the 

uicreasingly nanowing coverage of the exam contents over the 1st two dynasties. Two major 

changes in the exam contents and requirements occurred in these Imperia1 Examinations. The fim 

was the addition of a calligraphy test; the other, and more importantly, was the adoption of a fixed 

eight-iegged format for the essay hting, in which classicai knowkedge in certain fields had to be 

presented The resuit was thar only the ability to memorize knowledge presented in a certain fîxed 
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textual format was emphasized by the exams and expected h m  the potential officials. Today, 

although there is a large variety of HEE majors for students to chwse of their own accord, students' 

choice on course subjects inside any intended major is very limite& since the number of selectable 

courses is very d. In light of this, changes could be made in the HEE exam question format to 

cover critical anaiysis and more exam procedures that test practical work should be included. 

More cross-disciplinary courses could be added in the HEE curricula as selectable courses, 

since present employment market needs encourage more all-around trained personnel, rather than 

people with expertise only in a n m w  field. At the sam tirne, the number of required public courses 

and foundation courses might be made more interdisciplinary and be reduced in number so that 

students would have more choice on optional courses related to work skills. At the short cycle level, 

more applied courses could be emphasized, and the highly theory-onented subjects could be moved 

to the n o d  leveL S p e d  attention focussed on stabilising the fiequent changes in the year to year 

examination requirements and ~gulations, as reflected by changes within policies and designated 

snidy books, is urgently needed to reduce the confusion of the examinees. 

We can see that the evaluation of HEE students' qualifcation is totally based on a certain 

number of written exams and a fmal graduation test or assignment There is danger of encouraging 

rote knowledge within these examinations, rather than to examine students' overall aitical and/or 

application ability. However, the problem of rote knowledge cannot be signifïcantly changecl within 

the HEE system alone without a national overail educational refom, since to study by rote for 

written exans is deeply ingrained in the teaching mode within China's primary and secondary school 

system Therefore, not much can be done in the short nin in the preparation of HEE exam papers to 

eE&ely sohe the problem. The tendency toward mte memorization of texts udI takc at les t  10 
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to 15 years to overcom, since ù has to start with the preparation of prirnary and secondary teachers. 

What can be done inside the HEE in order to raise the education quality toward a critical and 

practicai appmach, as weil as to correct the bw exam pass rate, however, is to strengthen the quality 

of the academic assistance programs. F i t l y ,  the cumnt program sponsors enjoy much freedom in 

running their school In the future, when granting licence to new schools or re-licencing the existing 

schools, the HEE management rnight experiment with separating prograrns by different specialty 

m. Through powemil regulations, only those prospective schools which show academic strength 

and physical resources within certain fields of study should be granteci a licence to practise. For 

example, a foreign language training school would have to exhibit the availability of language 

expertise through a competent teaching staff, and have avaiiable audio facilities or a language labo 

A cornputer pmgramming school would possess or have easy access to up-to-date cornputers. 

Students would then 5e encouraged to chwse h m  these specialty academic assistance schools, so 

ihat foreign hguage majors coulci receive more training in the practical use of the language on a day 

to day basis. Technology students coulâ thus gain an opportunity to use the requimi lab facilities. As 

the samc tirne, carefiil empincal srudies will need to k launcheû by the HEE research cornmittee on 

how weii these specialty assistance prograrns function, as comparai with schools which give las  

speciaiîzed academic assistance. 

Secondly, for the many specialties in science and technology, practicd experiment c e n m  

could be set up in various locations by the HEE administration, as well as the academic assistance 

sponsors to offer srudents more oppominity to do nquind expaiments. Field snidy can be organized 

periodicaily in local universities and factories where experiment facilities are available. 

Thirdly, a larger number of assistance programs are required within the community to help 
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more students. Regular university teachers cm continue to teach in these programs. Wntten 

comspondence assistance can also be employed in the self-study joumals and newspapers to reach 

more self-leamers. 

With regard to the various illegal practices within the HEE academic assistance, separate 

centrai independent surveillance, evaluation, and inspection bodies cm be organized within the HEE 

management to oversee al aspects of the HEE practice, including the quality of academic assistance 

programs and the fahess of exams. Experimentation with effective measures to stop cheating and 

test-oriented practices, which rnight undermine the quaiity of learning, can be undertaken. 

As a national open leaming system cenûcd around the state-administered examinations, the 

HEE is still in its infancy, and it might be too soon to evaluate its overall impact on China's 

educational environment in the long run. But it certillnly carries a strong message to the mass of 

Chinese people that the highest possible level of knowledge is not nserved for a certain part of the 

population to leam a: a certain stage in me. What the HEE shows to the average person is that a post- 

secondq education is open to a l i  people of ail age groups, and can be leamed by various means and 

methods. With this message, aii sectors of Chinese society are more or less involved in this self- 

directed open learning system. Chinese society is thus changing into a more wide-spread leamhg 

society based on ceRified qualifications and personal aspiration, as well as national economic needs. 
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